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If then you have been raised with Christ,
seek the things that are above, where Christ
is, seated at the right hand of God. Set your
minds on things that are above, not on things
that are on earth. For you have died, and
your life is hidden with Christ in God. When
Christ who is your life appears, then you also
will appear with him in glory.

Catastrophic
toll of Yemen’s
war on
motherhood

Col. 3:1-4

S

ANA’A, Yemen: Women
are dying from pregnancy-related conditions every two hours in
Yemen. More than one million pregnant women are
facing malnutrition.
The UNFPA the United Nations agency for improving
reproductive and maternal
health worldwide, is appealing for peace and support.

“Yemeni women and adolescent
girls are bearing the brunt of six long
years of grinding conflict, made unimaginably worse by COVID-19 and
now, the threat of famine,” said UNFPA director-general Dr Natalia Kane
at the conclusion of a three-day visit
to the war-torn country.
More than half of the 20 million
people in need of humanitarian assistance in Yemen are women and girls.
“I am deeply concerned about the
safety and reproductive health of
women and girls in Yemen,” Kane
said. “More than one million pregnant
women are at risk of acute malnutrition; this number could double if we
do not take urgent action.”
Visiting a UNFPA-aided hospital
in Aden, Kane realised the toll the
war has taken. “I’ve been in many
maternity wards, and they are usually a place of joy. But in Yemen, I
witnessed the devastation of malnutrition and hunger, with newborn babies
on feeding tubes and mothers weakened by fear and exhaustion,” said the
UNFPA Chief.
Every two hours, a woman dies
from complications of pregnancy in
the country. For pregnant women,
severe malnutrition makes the process of giving birth even more lifethreatening. Many women cannot get
to hospitals for the care they need due
to lack of transport and long distances.
Only 20 per cent of functional health

Inside a ward of the al-Sabeen Maternity and Child Hospital in Sanna,
Yemen. (Vatican News)

facilities provide maternal and child
health services.
“It is heartbreaking to see fellow
members of the human family in such
dire conditions. I call on world leaders
to respond urgently, work in solidarity, to stop this needless suffering and
save lives,” Kane said.
UNFPA is a long-standing partner
in Yemen, providing more than half
of all health facilities with the essential life-saving medicines to support
women’s health, including maternal
health.
During a conflict, risks of genderbased violence increase along with
harmful practices. In Aden, Kane also
visited a women’s shelter, which is
one of eight shelters and 51 safe places
for girls and women that are supported
by the UN agency in the country.
“I spoke to young girls and pregnant women who had to flee for their
lives and seek protection in UNFPA
sites, which are among the very few
safe spaces for women and girls,” she
said.
Six years of conflict have taken

a heavy toll on the mental health
of Yemenis, especially women and
girls who are disproportionately affected by the crisis. An estimated
one in five people suffer from mental
health disorders, according to a 2017
study. However, mental healthcare remains scarce. — By Robin Gomes,
Vatican News

The Publisher, Editor and Staff
of HERALD wish all our readers

a Blessed Easter.

Resurrection of Christ by Rottenhammer via Wikimedia Commons

In Christ’s Passion, we remember victims
of wars, everyday violence, abortions
VATICAN: In the contemplation
of Christ’s Passion during Holy
Week, Pope Francis said he is
thinking also of the innocent victims of war, everyday violence and
abortion who are “crucified in our
time.”
“By adoring the Cross, we will
relive the journey of the innocent
Lamb sacrificed for our salvation. We will carry in our minds
and hearts the sufferings of the

sick, the poor, the rejected of this
world; we will remember the ‘sacrificed lambs,’ the innocent victims
of wars, dictatorships, everyday
violence, abortions,” Pope Francis
said on March 31.
“Before the image of the crucified God, we will bring in prayer
the many, the too many who are
crucified in our time, who can receive only from Him the comfort
and meaning of their suffering.”

Speaking via live stream on
Holy Wednesday from the Vatican’s Apostolic Palace, the Pope
urged Catholics “not to forget today’s crucified ones” because “in
them is Jesus.”
Pope Francis said that it is important to remember that “every
time the Eucharist is offered” it is
“as if we were going to Calvary
… to renew the Paschal mystery
again.” — CNA
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Easter gives us hope of conquering
oppression and injustice

W

hen Jesus died on the cross, the veil
in the Temple was torn into two.
This huge thick curtain separated
the general public of worshippers from the
most holy place in the Temple building.
The most holy place was supposed to be
the mystical dwelling place of God at that
time. It was an almost bare 15-feet cubeshaped room, which housed the Ark of the
Covenant until it went missing in the Sixth
Century BC.
Only the high priest could enter this most
holy place and that too, only once a year on
the Day of Atonement to sprinkle the blood
of a goat. He would sprinkle the blood on the
“mercy seat”, but once the Ark was gone, he
sprinkled it on the foundation stone on which
the Ark had once stood.
The curtain symbolised the separation of
the world from the heavens. Psychologically
at least, it barred the people from the mystical
presence of God.
It was such a thick curtain that it must have
taken scores of people to weave it. It was so
large that it would have required scores of
priests to wash the curtain — 300 priest, it
has been said, though this could be an exaggeration.
The veil was made of linen of several colours – blue, scarlet, purple. These symbolised
the elements of the world – air, fire, sea and
earth – matter. It had Babylonian tapestry,
embroidered with mystical scenes of heaven.
In a way, the curtain allowed the Temple
hierarchy to control “possession” of God in
that most holy place. They could determine
who was pure and worthy enough to be worthy to physically approach God.
This put those at the bottom of the social
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hierarchy at a disadvantage, not to mention
the Gentiles and foreigners and, even Jewish
women and children, who were still considered inferior to men.
But when Jesus died, this majestic curtain,
believed to be up to 60 feet high, was torn in
two, from top to bottom.
No longer was there to be a separation between God’s mystical presence and our everyday lives and our own experience of the
divine.
The barrier between life and death was
broken, as people who had died broke free
from their tombs.
The Resurrection was a vindication of the
kingdom that Jesus had proclaimed. The forces of darkness and death – worldly kingdoms
– would not have the last word in matters relating to the kingdom of God which Jesus set
in motion.
Throughout history, we have seen rulers
and leaders oppress, exploit and even kill
many people. But the reign of these worldly
powers was only fleeting, their kingdoms just
temporal.
At the height of his powers, Julius Caesar
declared himself dictator for life in 44 BC. A
month later, he was assassinated.
In sharp contrast, Jesus gave us the example of servant leadership. He was put to death

by worldly leaders, but his resurrection vindicated his kingdom, which today is still alive
and kicking – long after the Western Roman
Empire faded away in the Fifth Century and
the Eastern Roman Empire fell in 1453, with
the Ottoman conquest of Constantinople.
In Myanmar, the military is even now, killing its own people, who are suffering brutal
oppression. But their reign of terror will not
last, just as other murderous regimes in history did not last. The deaths of so many innocent people will not be in vain, just like Oscar
Romero’s was not in vain.
The Victorian poet William Ernest Henley,
who had to undergo amputation in one leg
but had the other leg saved by the legendary
19th Century surgeon Joseph Lister, wrote a
poem, later titled Invictus (Latin for Invincible), which goes:
Out of the night that covers me,
Black as the pit from pole to pole,
I thank whatever gods may be
For my unconquerable soul.
In the fell clutch of circumstance
I have not winced nor cried aloud.
Under the bludgeonings of chance
My head is bloody, but unbowed.
Beyond this place of wrath and tears
Looms but the Horror of the shade,

And yet the menace of the years
Finds and shall find me unafraid.

It matters not how strait the gate,
How charged with punishments the scroll,
I am the master of my fate,
I am the captain of my soul.
Nelson Mandela, while imprisoned in
Robben Island, shared this poem with his fellow inmates to inspire them in the lesson of
self-mastery.
If we paraphrase the last two lines to
The Lord is the master of my fate,
The Lord is the captain of my soul.
the poem gains added power and depth,
especially in the light of the Easter message.
Archbishop Oscar Romero may have been
slain by elements linked to the murderous regime in El Salvador in the 1970s and 1980s,
but his death was not in vain.
In John 12:24, Jesus says: “In all truth I tell
you, unless a wheat grain falls into the earth
and dies, it remains only a single grain; but if
it dies it yields a rich harvest.”
Romero preached on this in his last sermon
shortly before he was gunned down as he
raised the host at the altar:
“That is the hope that inspires Christians.
We know that every effort to better society,
especially when injustice and sin are so ingrained, is an effort that God blesses, that God
wants, that God demands of us.”
Yes, the power of the Resurrection makes
us invincible to the forces of death and darkness in the long haul. We may be under siege
or be in trouble for a while, but the Resurrection gives us hope that the Lord is the master
of our destiny, the captain of our soul.

Good Friday homily:
Did God the Father demand the death of his Son?

common, though rather shallow, criticism of Christianity is the image of
God the Father that some find in the story
of Christ’s death. What sort of God would
demand the death of his only Son before
forgiving us?
But the New Testament never says that
God the Father demands the death of the
Son. It says that Christ comes among us to
do the will of the Father and that his death
accomplishes our salvation. Jesus is crucified while doing the will of the Father, but
that does not make his dreadful death what
the Father desired, much less demanded. A
child can be killed while doing a task for
a parent. The parent only willed the task,
not the death.
Of course, a father who, for some good
reason, gives a son a potentially dangerous task permits the possible occurrence
of harm. Perhaps, for example, even more
lives would be endangered if the work was
not completed. So, while God the Father
did not will the death of the Son, we can
still ask why the Father permitted it. The
answer lies in the act of our creation.
In creating us, God fashioned us with a
will and a freedom that stand apart from
God’s own self. This was the great adventure: to create that which could be called
into God’s life of love. But you cannot call
others into love without granting them the
possibility of rejecting it. One could say

— and history, both human and environmental, bears this out — that God puts all
of creation at risk in creating us, by fashioning the one part of creation that can and
did reject God.
God suffers no loss by our sin. There is
nothing we could do to harm God. But if
God does not want us to suffer the consequences of our misuse of freedom, then
God must radically refashion humanity
to choose again. God does this by entering humanity, by becoming who we were
meant to be.
God the Father thus wills the Incarnation
and the solidarity it creates with us. “For
God so loved the world that he gave his
only Son, so that everyone who believes in
him might not perish but might have eternal life” (Jn 3:16). God the Son embraces
this mission into the world. “I came down
from heaven not to do my own will but the
will of the one who sent me” (Jn 6:38).
No New Testament author is clearer
on this point than St John. If you want to
know and understand the Father, you must
look to the Son.
“Whoever has seen me has seen the Father” (Jn 14:9). Further, “The Father and I
are one” (Jn 10:30).
Consistently, with subtle brilliance, John
turns a commonplace remembrance into a
revelation of the sublime. Mark and Matthew record Jesus being given a sponge,

Reflecting on our Good Friday Readings
soaked in vinegar, just after he cries out,
“My God, my God, why have you abandoned me” (Mt 27:48; Mk 15:36). John records Christ as saying, “I thirst” (Jn 19:28).
Remember, the Gospels are not composed for the curious. Indeed, in the persons of King Herod and Pontius Pilate,
they chide the curious who will not commit. No, the Gospels are addressed to believers who will ponder them in faith. Isaiah, Ezekiel, Joel and Zechariah all spoke
of God pouring out his spirit to redeem and
renew his people. Earlier in his dialogue
with the Samaritan woman at the well,
Jesus also identifies the Holy Spirit with
living water (4:10, 13-14). And now, St.
John gives us a Christ who, in the power
of the Spirit infusing his humanity, thirsts
to do the will of the Father, to carry it to
completion:
After this, aware that everything was
now finished,
in order that the Scripture might be fulfilled,
Jesus said, “I thirst.”
There was a vessel filled with common
wine.
So they put a sponge soaked in wine on
a sprig of hyssop
and put it up to his mouth.

Good Friday
Readings: Isaiah 52:13 – 53:12;
Hebrews 4:14-16; 5:7-9;
Gospel: John 18:1 – 19:42

When Jesus had taken the wine, he said,
“It is finished.”
And bowing his head, he handed over
the spirit (Jn 19:28-30).
The Father wills solidarity with sinners.
To enter a world suffused with sin is to accept a whirlwind of dissolution, darkness,
agony and death. The sin of the world sunders the very life of the Son.
Yet the Son still thirsts to do the will of
the Father. Jesus hands over the Spirit, and
the Father responds by showering the Spirit upon all of creation. Each member of the
Trinity is poured out.
In eternity, the Father and the Son give
all that they are to each other. The Father
gives all to us when he sends the Son. The
Son, the human and divine Son, even in
the whirlwind of sin, offers himself back
to the Father. The result is both Father and
Son pouring themselves, in the person
of the Holy Spirit, into our lives. — By
Fr Terrance W. Klein, America (www.
americamagazine.org)
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Diocese of
Malacca Johore

Archdiocese of
Kuala Lumpur

Resumption of Public Masses
in the Cathedral of St John

After receiving approval from
His Grace Archbishop Julian and
upon the recommendation of the
Archdiocesan Crisis Task Force,
we wish to announce the resumption of public Masses at the start
of the Paschal Triduum beginning
on Maundy Thursday.
We have been advised by the
Crisis Task Force that, based
on MOH recommendation and
available data, a person with mild
to moderate symptoms remains
infectious no longer than 10 days
after onset of the symptoms.
As Maundy Thursday falls after
the above period of infection and
we have received no word of any
other infections beyond the two reported cases, it is the opinion of the
Crisis Task Force that it would be
sufficiently safe to resume public
Masses on the basis of strict compliance with the MKN SOPs and
Archdiocesan Guidelines.
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His Grace Archbishop Julian
Leow has agreed to preside at and
celebrate the Masses of the Triduum and Easter Sunday.
Msgr Leonard continues to be
under medical supervision and
quarantine and his condition is
stable. Let us continue to offer our
prayers for his speedy recovery.

We live because He lives

The peace of the Risen Lord be
with you.
A year has passed since the world
declared lockdowns to contain
the COVID-19 pandemic. For
many, it was a time of fear and
anxieties. It hit every strata of
population. But fear changed to
faith; faith came with knowing
more, reading more and listening
more. Faith led others to step out;
to let go their preoccupation with
self to the care of the others.
In the midst of rumour mongers, fake news and hoarders of
essentials, little oil lamps lighted
up the dark and gloom. We have
the bold and dedicated frontliners; though some have yet to be
vaccinated. We have seen power
grabbing, consolidating of iron
rule and stifling of healthy dissent. And the cry of the poor and
the cry of the earth are getting

He not only hears, He shows the
way. Yes, if we believe in His
way, then we will live in His way.
Live generously and give freely
to the Lenten Campaign 2021
organised by Caritas-MJD. Live
to be a lighted lamp wherever
you are. Live and respond to the
signs of the times as a presence
of love. Live your New Life to
touch lives.
St Pope John Paul II reminded
us that “We are the Easter people
and Hallelujah is our song”. Let
us glorify the Lord, remembering
that we live because He lives. A
Blessed and Holy Easter to you,
dear People of God.

even louder. God hears. He who
made us equal always hears.
Today, as we celebrate the Resurrection of the Lord, we recall
the beautiful hymn “when Jesus
rose again, death has no power
over Him, and we shall rise with
Him if we believe in His way”.

+ Rt Rev Bernard Paul
Bishop of Malacca Johore
Diocese
April 4, 2020

Special concession for Sarawak churches to celebrate Holy Week
KUCHING: The Association of
Churches Sarawak (ACS) Chairman Archbishop Simon Poh has
expressed his gratitude to UNIFOR and SDMC for granting all
Churches in Sarawak permission
to open for Masses and Services
during the Holy Week.
In a letter dated March 26, the
Unit for Other Religions (UNIFOR) stated that Churches in
green and yellow zones can open
to 50 per cent maximum church
capacity.
However, Churches in red and
orange zones which, under cur-

Diocese of
Malacca Johore

rent CMCO SOPs are not allowed
to open, have been granted a special concession to celebrate Mass,
but are limited to “20 assigned
persons only”. This means, without congregation.
Holy Week is the week leading
up to Easter and commences on
Palm Sunday. It is the most sacred
week in the Church calendar.
Archbishop Simon Poh, who
is the Archbishop of the Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Kuching, said: “By allowing priests to
celebrate Palm Sunday, the Lord’s
Supper on Thursday, commemo-

He likened this action to Moses pleading for his people as he
stood before God’s wrath. He said
priests are also called to do the
same during this COVID-19 pandemic.
Archbishop Poh urges all
Churches to comply with the
SOPs to ensure the containment
of COVID-19 in Sarawak, and
on behalf of ACS Church leaders, sends greetings of peace and
blessings of the Holy Week and
Easter, to all Christians and people of goodwill. — By Ivy Chai,
Today’s Catholic

MJD News Update #34

Welcome to F12 MJD NEWS UPDATES
#34
Greetings and Peace of the Lord Jesus
Christ be with you, dear People of God.
Another extension of the MCO 2.0 till
April 14. Melaka is classified as RMCO,
and with Johor categorised as CMCO
again. Interstate travels are restricted.
The holiest season of the Church is here
again.

ers the benefit of the doubt, and the opportunity to explain themselves.
Mother Teresa said: If you judge people,
you have no time to love them.
An anonymous writer observed: Every
time I judge someone else, I reveal an unhealed part of myself.
John 7:24 commented: Do not judge by
appearances, but judge with right judgement.

1.0 A Thought for the Week:

2.0 Announcements for this Week:

A lovely little girl was holding two apples, one in each hand. Her Mum came
in and softly asked her little daughter
with a smile: my sweetie, could you give
your Mum one of your two apples? The
girl looked up at her Mum for some seconds, then she suddenly took a quick bite
on one apple, and then quickly on the
other. The mum felt the smile on her face
freeze. She tried hard not to reveal her
disappointment.
Then the little girl handed one of her
bitten apples to her mum, and said: Mummy, here you are. This is the sweeter one.
Something to consider: No matter
who we are, how experienced we are, or
how knowledgeable we think we are, it
is always wise to delay judgment, not to
quickly jump to conclusions; to give oth-

rate Christ’s crucifixion on Good
Friday, Easter Vigil and Easter
Sunday Masses, priests are able to
exercise the sanctifying office of
their ministerial priesthood during this most Holy Week.”
With the opening of these
Churches, priests can “stand in
the gap to intercede, mediate,
pray and offer the sacrifice of the
Mass on behalf of the people of
God, and especially the flock they
have been entrusted with in the
parish, together with Jesus’ sacrifice to the Father,” the Archbishop
added.

2.1 The CMCO in Johor and the RMCO
in Melaka has been extended. The situation in Selangor, Penang, Johor, Sarawak
and Kelantan is a cause for anxiety. The
number of cases has been consistently
surging. If there is love for others, we
will be strictly protecting ourselves and
be concerned that others are safe.
2.2 The vaccination exercise has started.
According to a report by The Star, March
30, calculations indicate that by year-end
only 2.3 million will have been vaccinated. About 7.2 million have registered, so
that is only 30 per cent of the targeted.
2.3 We are now in the middle of The Sacred Triduum. May these days be a time
of prayer and fasting for this violent, sinful and idolatrous world, and for an en-

counter with the God who suffered, died
and rose for us.
2.4 Mission Community School has begun. This is a project of MJD-Fondacio.
The first intake began in March 2021. The
next intake is open for April. The course
program provides for online formation
from April-Sept; a community experience
from Sept-December 2021. It is a church
programme for young men and women
who feel called and who love serving
God. Join up. Join us, young people.

3.0 This Week’s Questions and
Queries?

The Q asks: Ecological Conversion?
What did Pope Francis mean by it?
a) It is about going back to Gen.2:15,
“The Lord took the man and put him in
the garden of Eden to till it and keep it.”
Human beings are meant to care for the
Earth, to tend the Garden, and not allow
the Earth to become desolate again.
b) It is a call, a decision to serve the Creator in serving creation out of love for all
that God has made. It includes a decision
‘to help heal a broken world, promoting
a new way of producing and consuming,
which puts God’s creation at the centre.
c) The biblical story presents us with five

archetypal relationships to carry out our
tasks “to till and watch over” the earth.
1. relationship with the environment
(the garden itself)
2. relationship with food (the fruits of
the garden)
3. relationship with work (by which
we grow and gather our food)
4. relationship in community (with
one another)
5. relationship with the Creator (with
God)
Ecological conversion is our return to
our original call to be hearers and healers
of the cries of the poor and of the Earth.
Thank you for reading. Let us continue
to build God’s Kingdom together. We can
be worried about who or how the rock
over the tomb would be moved. But God
cannot be trapped. The rock gives way
when new life bursts forth.
God bless you. Take care. Be safe.
Keep safe.

Bishop Bernard Paul
April 2, 2021
Click here to watch the video
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Coping with stress among the
elderly during the pandemic
JOHOR BAHRU: A webinar was
organised by the Diocesan Commission for Family, Life & Laity
of Melaka Johore via ZOOM on
Coping with Stress among the Elderly during this Pandemic with
the speaker, Dr Joseph J. Panikulam, a Consultant Psychiatrist.
The session drew over 50 attendees with the majority from those
aged over 60.
Dr Joseph, a member of the
Catholic Doctors Association
from the Archdiocese of Kuala
Lumpur, is a Senior lecturer at
Taylor’s University School of
Medicine. He is also a Consultant
Psychiatrist at the Mind Faculty,
Solaris Mont Kiara and Valley
Psychiatric Specialists, Bangsar,
Kuala Lumpur. Dr Joseph also
volunteers as Consultant Psychia-

Dr Joseph J. Panikulam

trist for the Health Equities Initiative (an NGO providing mental
health services for refugees in
Malaysia).

The actual talk took a little over
30 minutes with the Q&A taking
up the rest of the two-hour session, which ran overtime. Dr Joseph began by speaking generally
about the conditions of the elderly – the change in marital status
when a spouse dies, the hormonal
changes and medical conditions as
they degenerate. He also spoke of
the impact of the pandemic on the
elderly — how they are responding very cautiously because they
are the most vulnerable, the rapid
transmission of the virus globally,
the media sensationalism, normal
psychological fear and the pathological anxiety around the question “What if I get it?”
During the Q&A session, many
expressed feelings of isolation,
frustration, loneliness, depression

and anxiety. Mental health becomes aggravated by pre-existing
medical or mental conditions and
medical conditions which affects
higher psychological and psychiatric disorders.
However, according to Dr Joseph, it is found that severe mental disorders are less common
in the elderly than in the young
because of their experience and
wisdom. In studies done in late
2020, it was found that older people showed more resilience to the
situation.
Deacon Leslie Petrus who heads
the Commission, also attested to
this in his parish work. He shared
that although the majority of them
miss contact with their children
who are not able to visit due to
the travel restrictions, the elderly

seem to be able to adapt and cope
better with the lockdown.
Recommendations on how to
cope included taking steps to
protect personal health, following the SOPs on social distancing
and sanitizing, obtaining genuine
news via proper media channels,
accepting the new normal, having and maintaining physical and
emotional support despite isolation, having access to help, maintaining a daily fixed routine with
meals, sleep, exercise, work and
prayer and learning to use social
media like WhatsApp and YouTube to stay connected.
This is the first of two sessions
that the Commission has arranged
with Dr Joseph. There will be another webinar session on Children
with Special Needs come April 18.

CDM parishioners prepare for Lenten retreat for
Visitation parishioners
Holy Week with a retreat
PENANG: Parishioners of the
Church of the Divine Mercy (CDM)
participated in a one-day Lenten Retreat led by parish priest Fr Michael
Raymond OFM Cap on March 20.
Some 200 participants joined the
session, including those who were
present physically at church (70 persons).
The retreat, dubbed The Basin and
The Towel, began with a reading from
the Gospel of John 13:1-20; a fitting
way to recall the event when Jesus
washed the feet of his disciples during the Last Supper. For Jesus, it was
a display of humility and servanthood.
Fr Michael spoke about the meaning of Lent as a time to sit back and
reflect on the journey of our lives,
looking at the time and space that God
has given to us. In this retreat, He reminded us that it is the time to heal,
to be renewed and refreshed by God’s
experience. It is a time to listen and a
time of prayer. One of the most important things that we can do in Lent is to
seek silence, which is the language of
God. Just like the monastic way of life
and in the Old Testament, they seek silence and solitude, ‘Be still and listen
to God’ (Psalm 46:10).
Just like us, Jesus was put to the test
when he was confronted with temptations in the desert. Fr Michael also
quoted a few important verses from
the Scriptures, ‘Then the Spirit led Jesus into the desert that he be put to the
test by the devil. After spending forty
days and nights without food, Jesus
was hungry’ (Matthew 4: 1-11).
He narrowed down Jesus’ time in
the desert into six important areas that
concluded the Saviour’s journey there,
including forty years, wilderness, time
of journey, place of covenant, place of
testing and place of presence. Fr Michael elaborated on each of those experiences in the desert.
The practice in the Jewish culture is
that the washing of feet is done by the
slave, not even the servant. Here we

Fr Michael Raymond OFM Cap during the session.

have the Lord, the Messiah, the King
of Kings removing his outer robe and
washing the feet of the disciples. Fr
Michael asked the congregation, “in
my daily relationships, whose feet
would I find it the most difficult to
wash?”
The experience of the Passion of the
Lord is about love. In the Gospel of
John, the word love appears 57 times,
37 times between chapters 13 and
17. Everything that happens between
Palm Sunday and Easter is centred
on, and coloured by love. Fr then explained the emptying of Christ from
the Greek word Kenosis.
Fr Michael stressed the importance
of moving from self-love to self-emptying love. Moving the focus from
one’s self to others. It’s about service
and sacrifice, laying down one’s life
for one’s sheep or as a mother towards the child. It is not a duty; it is
a vocation. Vocation flows into love.
Everything we do is motivated, empowered and moved by love and love
only, whether we are a BEC coordinator or a member of a ministry. Love is
always kind and gentle. Love is God
and God is Love. It is a whole experience of movement towards the virtue
of humility.
After the break, Fr Michael spoke

on egotism, something that even religious leaders are struggling with. A
more common struggle that the community at large shares is relativism.
Things have changed in the way we
make decisions. For example, now we
give children options whether to attend Mass, or take up a certain course
to study. This comes from egoism of
self-love.
Fr spoke about the 4C’s that are
useful in our spiritual journey, when
moving from self-love to self-emptying love and addressing the sin in our
lives. Using the concerns of a doctor’s
visit as an example, Fr Michael went
through these steps: Cause of the issue
(not the Symptoms); Consequence (if
not treated); Cure (take the necessary action); finally Cost (the price of
change).
He summarised his reflection and
reminded us again, that until and unless we experience the love of God,
the immense love of God in our hearts,
we will never be able to completely
love…. “I can only love because He
loved me first”.
The congregation was called to
reflect for several minutes in silence
before the Blessed Eucharist as the
session drew to an end. — By Kevin
Vimal

SEREMBAN: The Church of
the Visitation’s Lenten Retreat,
themed Lead Me Home, was
held over three consecutive
weekends: March 5-7 (Mandarin); March 12-14 (English)
and March 19-21 (Tamil). Fr
Christopher Loh was the retreat
master for the Mandarin speaking parishioners and Visitation
parish priest, Fr Andrew Xavier
was the retreat master for the
English- and Tamil-speaking parishioners.
The retreats were held at the
church from 7.00pm to 10.00pm,
adhering to the Standard Operating Procedures. Online registration for parishioners attending
the retreats was mandatory as
the numbers were restricted. In
total, the retreats garnered more
than 7,000 views live. The topics
for the retreats were as follows:
Day 1:
Part 1: Order Your Disorder
Part 2: Power of Silence
Day 2:
Part 1: Authority and Power
Part 2: Power and Grace
Day 3:
Part 1: Victory in His Promises
Part 2: Lead Me Home;
Part 3: Adoration of the Blessed

Sacrament.
The theme for the retreat Lead
Me Home had nothing to do
with death. It had everything to
do with us in the here and now.
Home is our heart and Heaven is
within us. Our heart is the way to
our Heavenly Father. We need to
take the pilgrimage from within
us, from our Mind/Head to our
Heart. We need to pursue holiness and peace with everyone;
without which no one can see
God (Hebrew 12:14). Home is
within us. God is with us every
moment of our lives, through the
Gift of the Eucharist. Let us pray
for God to touch us.
The retreat ended with the
Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament, intercessory prayers and
a closing song of praise to our
Lord, Saviour and King.
The parishioners of The
Church of The Visitation appreciate and thank Fr Andrew Xavier and Fr Christopher Loh for
their prayers and weeks of preparation for this enriching, soulsearching retreat, leading the
parishioners of the Church of the
Visitation into Holy Week and
Easter. — Media Team, Church
of the Visitation Seremban

Fr Christopher Loh leading the Benediction.
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Easter Message

Place our Hope
in Christ Jesus
Archdiocese of
Kuala Lumpur
My dear brothers and sisters in Christ,
Our Lord Jesus is our Hope and our Resurrection. Indeed He has risen as He said
He would! In the Easter Vigil liturgy, the
Church calls (us) — her sons and daughters
scattered throughout the world, to come together to watch and pray.
The memorial of the Lord’s Passover is
listening to His Word and celebrating His
Resurrection. Then we shall have the sure
HOPE of sharing His triumph over death
and living with Him in God.
Throughout the beautiful Easter liturgy,
we are reminded to place our HOPE in the
person of Christ Jesus — His Body, Blood,
Soul and Divinity. Our hope and salvation
rests in Him alone!
Hope is a constant and continuous theme
throughout the Church’s liturgical seasons
because hope in Christ is the central message
of the Good News of every Christian life. At
the start of Lent, Pope Francis reminded us
that even amidst the looming uncertainties,
the holy season is a time of hope.
This will be our second Easter which we
are celebrating in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. One year ago, our whole
country was under lockdown and we were
unable to celebrate Masses in the churches
during Holy Week and Easter. One year later, we’re still in the midst of the pandemic,
but there is hope. Things are looking better
now. We are able to reopen our churches for
the Easter triduum, the vaccines have arrived in Malaysia and the vaccination programme has already begun. These events
signal a glimmer of hope that the pandemic
will soon be over.
Today, most of us – you and I – await
in hope to be vaccinated. We are working
towards herd immunity and for a return to

some level of normalcy soon. Some have
endured a period of darkness and desolation,
but there is hope. There is a light at the end
of the tunnel with this vaccination.
This hope is necessary yet it pales in comparison to the hope Christ’s Resurrection offers to us, His faithful Bride — the Church.
This hope that Christ offers us is not free of
trials, sufferings or the cross. Thus we can
truly live joyful lives being Easter people,
not just through the Easter Octave and the 50
days of Eastertide but through all the days
of our lives. We will radiate that same joy
to others.
Our Lord Jesus’ Easter triumph was not
won without the Cross: He didn’t run from
His Passion and Death. He embraced it and
that made all the difference. That is why he
is our Lord and Master.
St John Paul II reminds us that “the victory over sin and death achieved by Christ
in His Cross and Resurrection does not abolish temporal suffering from human life”.
The joy of His resurrection gave hope to his
Apostles and to all of us Christians throughout the world through the ages. The multitude of saints in heaven followed our Lord
too and we, in many countries continue to
do so today as we embrace the various forms
of suffering and crosses with joyful hope for
eternal life with Him in heaven.
St John Paul II lived and embraced his
suffering and many of us witnessed this
throughout his pontificate. He reminds us

that we “find in the Resurrection a completely new light which helps (us) go forward
through the thick darkness of humiliations,
doubts, hopelessness and persecution”.
At Easter, we are reminded by St Paul’s
writings “that if Christ has not been raised…
(then our) faith is futile” (1 Cor 15: 17).
And so indeed, if we hold fast to this faith
in our risen Christ, then we too must rise in
hope through Christ. We must continue to
cling to Christ who continues to bear our
crosses joyfully daily through our struggles,
and wait actively in joyful hope for Christ’s
Second Coming. He will redeem us. He will
save us — He is our Hope and Resurrection!
My dear friends, Rise and Hope are such
inspiring words that St John Paul II used
them in the title of his two books – one was
Rise, Let Us Be on Our Way and the other
was Crossing the Threshold of Hope.
Rise is an action word. It means to get
up from lying, sitting or kneeling. Rise also
means to respond adequately to a challenging situation, and at this point, the challenging situation for us is this COVID-19 crisis
– many have lost their jobs and are unable
to provide for their families, some have
strained relationships with their spouses
after being confined together for too long,
many suffer from mental health issues and
the list of challenges goes on.
However, challenges or crises are also
opportunities to bring out the best in us. To
those of us who know the Mandarin language, the word, ‘Crisis’ written in Mandarin is a combination of the words, ‘Danger’
+ ‘Opportunity’. Therefore, looking at this
pandemic from a different perspective, this
crisis is an opportunity for us to rise to the
challenge and respond to God’s call for us
to be missionaries of hope. Are we ready to
rise to the challenge and accept God’s call or
are we just going to sit idle and wait for the
pandemic to end?
Many of us are already providing hope to
the people around us through charitable acts

of service such as contributing groceries to
needy families, visiting the sick, teaching
Catechism, serving in the various ministries
in church and many other good works. Still
there is much more that we can do. We need
to look carefully around us to see where the
needs are.
The season of Lent has just ended and
during that period many of us were faithful
to the three pillars of Lent, i.e. Prayer, Fasting and Almsgiving. But now that Lent is
over, it does not mean that we should stop
praying, stop fasting or stop giving alms. As
I mentioned in my sermon on Ash Wednesday, these acts of piety should not be an end
in themselves. Instead, they should be a
means for us to be more loving, more caring
and more concerned with those around us.
As we are all made in the image and likeness of God, we see the face of God in the
poor, in the orphans and the elderly, in the
disabled, in our friends and family members,
and even in strangers. We in turn must show
them the face of God through the lives that
we lead, through our faith and through our
good works. Let them see that God’s love
is real and it is manifested through each one
of us.
My dear friends, despite all that we may
have experienced during this pandemic, let
the Easter experience of the Risen Christ
bring Hope to all of us. We are an Easter
people and let the Alleluias continue to be
our song.
I wish all of you a Blessed and Holy Easter. May our experience of the Risen Christ
be our source of Hope, and in turn, may we
rise to the call to be missionaries of hope to
those around us.
Most Rev Julian Leow
Beng Kim, D.D.
Archbishop of Kuala Lumpur
April 3, 2021

The spirit of Easter should be celebrated daily
Diocese of
Keningau
Brothers and sisters, joyous Easter greetings to you!
The Lord Jesus is risen, alive and present
with us forever (Mt. 28:20). Throughout
Lent we took the opportunity to follow and
strive to experience the sacrifices that Jesus went through which ultimately led to
Him being crucified but now He is risen
from the dead and alive. May our choice
and commitment in taking time to pray, fast
and give alms as an expression of our devotion to love God and one another bring us
to experience the joy of Easter.
The season of Lent, if we truly lived it,
will surely lead us to experience this Easter
celebration with great affection and define
our lifestyle as disciples of Jesus. How we
organise our lives personally, our relationship with God, our relationship with one
another and our relationship with God’s

created world, will be influenced by the
spirit of Easter, Jesus who lives and is with
us.
As the people of God whose lives are imbued by the spirit of Easter, of course we
have an identity which we are proud of,
just like the people of God in the time of
the Apostles. They lived together “with one
heart and one mind” and testified to the resurrection of Jesus Christ, (Acts. 2: 42-47;
4: 32-33).
The spirit of Easter should be celebrated
in our daily lives because Jesus has risen
from the dead, He lives and He is with us.
He is the source, reason and purpose of our
lives. We, the people should manifest the
joy of Easter by:
 Journeying together in Jesus Christ
 Being steadfast in prayer
 Living the Word of God
 Celebrating the Sacraments
 Community living
 Striving for peace, justice and love, and
 Striving for the harmony of God’s creation.

sus suffered, died and rose again to save all
mankind.
It is therefore our mission to always strive
for solidarity between nations despite different cultures and religions as fought for
by Pope Francis (Fratelli Tutti).
Brothers and sisters, St Paul reminds
us that “if Christ has not been raised, our
preaching is useless and so is our faith”. (1
Cor. 15:14).
Let us take the opportunity of this Passover Feast to strengthen the unity, fidelity
and holiness of our lives with the risen and
living Lord Jesus so that we may always
be assured of the destination of our lives
in following Jesus, for He is the Way, the
Truth and the Life” (John 14: 6).
With confidence that the Lord Jesus
lives and is here with us we will be able
to testify for Him always in any situation.
As for what we experienced during the
COVID-19 pandemic, we persistently and
firmly put our trust in God’s mercy. We the
people certainly believe that the Lord Je-

Blessed Easter!
+ Rt Rev Datuk Cornelius Piong
Bishop of Keningau
April 3, 2021
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Sr Clarice to make her final
commitment on April 10
KUALA LUMPUR: Sr Clarice Marius will
be making her final commitment as a sister
of the Infant Jesus – Nicolas Barre on April
10 at the IJ Convent in Cheras.
With her motto, God called and I followed
Him (Matthew 19:21), Sr Clarice shares her
vocation story.
“There comes a time when we think of the
meaning and purpose of life. This happened
to me when I completed my schooling. I
come from Kg. Tigot Keningau, Sabah, the

Sr Clarice Marius at the Tun Tan Cheng Lock
College of Nursing.

7th child in a family of 10 children. I am a
cradle Catholic and my parents instilled in us
the love for the Church, family prayer and
the Rosary.
“Growing up, I was aware of the realities
of children in my village who were deprived
of their basic need for an education. After
school, I worked temporarily for a year before I enrolled myself at Montfort, Sabah.
“During this period, Sr Teresa Lee (Infant
Jesus Sister) came to give faith formation
classes. She shared her vocation story and
the charism of the IJs. I was attracted to their
spirit of courage and zeal and their ways of
reaching out to needy children. This automatically resonated with my initial search
for meaning in life.
“After a few years, I continued to seriously
search with the IJS in Seremban. It was there
in mission that I had the opportunity to serve
God’s children regardless of their race, religion or social standing.
“While working with God’s poor I discovered my gift of caring for the sick. After making my first vows, I joined the Tun Tan Cheng
Lock College of Nursing (Assunta Hospital).
I grew in my religious life and my ministry
among the sick, especially the poor.
“Having gained experience over the years
in caring for the sick, I believe the time has

INFANT
JESUS
SISTERS

T

Sr Clarice Marius comes from
Kg. Tigot Keningau, Sabah.

come now for me to reach out to the poor,
especially in the interior of Sabah, where the
people are unable to get basic medical care.
“As I move on to this new area of work, I
take with me the theme of our last General
Chapter, ‘I am sending you on a new path’.”

he Sisters of the Infant Jesus came to
Malaya in 1852 and started their first
school for girls in Light Street, Penang.
Today, they have 56 schools under their
care, though the nationalisation of the
schools in the 1970s did not allow them to
resume the initial responsibility of managing the schools till now.
Now the IJ Sisters live among people,
with the resolve to remain united in spirit,
heart and mission. They continue to serve
the Church and the People of God through
education and faith formation in the different Learning Centres, Pastoral/parish
ministry, Home for the differently-abled
women, youth apostolate and various
fields where human and spiritual development is needed.
For further information please contact:
Provincial House, Jalan Bukit Nanas,
Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03–20780615
Email: ijsmalaysia@gmail.com

New deacon for Kuching Archdiocese

KUCHING: The Archdiocese of Kuching
presbyterium welcomed a new deacon on
March 25. Mark Noel Bonchol, aged 48, was
elected to the Order of Deacons during a livestream Mass to celebrate the Solemnity of the
Annunciation of the Lord.
The Rite of Admission for Orders of Deacon and Priest, Declaration of Freedom and
Willingness to embrace lifelong Celibacy and
Obedience and Profession of Oath and Oath
of Fidelity, had taken place two days earlier.
Newly ordained Deacon Mark is the
youngest in a family of four siblings. His
sister Ann and brother Andy, accompanied
by wife Jenny, were present at his Diaconate
ordination. His other brother Allan was away
overseas, and his mum Katie Lau was not
able to be there.
Deacon Mark’s late vocation began in
2013 when he was accepted into St Peter’s
College in Kota Kinabalu, Sabah for his initiation year. He continued his formation at St
Peter’s College Major Seminary in Kuching
in 2014 and completed both his philosophical
and theological studies in the month of May,
2020.
Prior to that, he graduated with a Bachelor
of Arts (BA) degree from an Australian university and a Postgraduate Diploma in HRM

from the United Kingdom. He then worked in
both the private and public sectors.
Since August 2020, Mark has been at Holy
Trinity Church, Kenyalang Park, for further
pastoral ministry development.
At the Diaconate ordination, presided by
Archbishop Simon Poh and witnessed by Fr
Nicholas Ng, Rector of St Peter’s College
Major Seminary, seminarian Mark declared
his intention to abide by the Rites of the Ordination. Fr Nicholas then put a diaconal stole
and a dalmatic on the newly ordained deacon.
Vested as a Deacon, he then went before the
Archbishop, seated at the Cathedra, to receive
the Book of Gospels. “Receive the Gospel of
Christ, whose herald you have become. Believe what you read, teach what you believe
and practice what you teach,” the Archbishop
told him. Receiving the Book of Gospels is
symbolic of the mission to proclaim it.
In his speech, Archbishop Poh gave praise
and thanks to the Lord for the “gift of a new
deacon for ministry in the Archdiocese of
Kuching,” and welcomed Deacon Mark on
behalf of Archbishops Emeriti Peter Chung
and John Ha, and the presbyterium. He said it
is never too late to say ‘yes’ when God calls.
He also thanked the Bonchol family, including his father Noel who passed away in 2016,

for offering their son.
The new Deacon said he had to first thank
God from when his “journey began and
which now has come to fruition.” Describing
how he felt, Mark said it was a “combination of many elements – bitter, sweet, sour,
but most of all, the feeling of thankfulness to
God Almighty.”
He also thanked the many people who had
played an important role in his formation
years, directly or indirectly. They included
among others, Archbishop Simon, Emeriti
Peter and John, and all the formators at St Peter’s College in Kota Kinabalu and Kuching.
While thanking his family members, namely his dad, mum and siblings; his friends and
the media, Mark felt that although the ceremony was his diaconate ordination, it was all
about God, and God’s mercy and compassion
towards him as a sinner.
The Archbishop then presented Deacon
Mark his Certificate of Ordination and gifted
him a communion pyx, so he could use it to
give Holy Communion, beginning with “his
mum,” the Archbishop quipped.
The Diaconate ordination and Mass ended
with the solemn blessing for Mark and all
viewers online by Archbishop Poh. — By Ivy
Chai, Today’s Kuching

Laying on of hands and prayer of Ordination.
(Today’s Catholic photo/Shannon Wei)

Children receive the Eucharist for the first time
KUALA LUMPUR: In his Sunday homily of
March 14 (fourth Sunday of Lent), Holy Rosary
Church parish priest Fr Joachim Tan reminded parents and children that Holy Communion marked
an important milestone in the Catholic family’s
life and is a special day to be remembered.
In the seven Sacraments of the Catholic Church
which are essential for salvation and living the life
of Christ, First Holy Communion is one of the
three important Sacraments that initiate the partaking of the Body and Blood of Christ welcoming,
the 10-year-olds into the family of Christ. — By
Lawrence Foo

The children with Fr Joachim Tan and the catechists.
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Jesus falls the first time

More than 500 killed by
Myanmar’s military junta

MYANMAR: More than 500 people have
been killed in Myanmar in the Military junta’s ruthless crackdown on protests since the
Feb 1 ousting of the elected government and
its leader Aung San Suu Kyi, a local nongovernmental organisation has said.
As of March 29, 510 people are now confirmed killed by security forces led by the
military junta, said the Assistance Association for Political Prisoners (AAPP). “Children, students, youths and civilians have all
been killed since the coup,” AAPP said in its
daily update on Facebook, adding that the actual figure could be much higher. Meanwhile,
raids, arrests, detentions, warrants and threats
continue unabated.
Daily rallies across Myanmar by unarmed
protesters have been met with tear gas, rubber
bullets and live rounds. Out of 14 civilians
killed on Mar 29, the AAPP said at least eight
were in the South Dagon district of Yangon,
the biggest city. The association said security forces in the area fired a heavier calibre
weapon than usual on Monday towards protesters sheltering behind a barricade of sandbags, witnesses said.
State television said security forces used
“riot weapons” to disperse a crowd of what
it described as “violent terrorist people”. A
local resident said security forces had been
cracking down in the area overnight, raising
concerns of more casualties. Residents saw
the military removing a badly burned body
from the street in the morning.
On Mar 27, as the junta marked the annual
Armed Forces Day with parades and show of
its military prowess, the day resulted in one
of the worst bloodbaths in a single day with
at least 107 people killed, including seven
children.
As civilian deaths crossed the grim total of
500, world powers ramped up their condemnation of the military’s ruthless campaign
against the movement, demanding the restoration of democracy and the release of Suu

Relatives cry over the body of policeman Chit Lin Thu, who had joined the protests against the
military coup, after he was shot dead by security forces during a demonstration in Yangon’s Insein
township on March 27, 2021. (UCA News photo)

Kyi.
Washington suspended a trade pact with
Myanmar and United Nations secretarygeneral Antonio Guterres called for a united
global front to put pressure on the junta after more than 100 protesters were killed in a
bloody weekend of violence.
“It is absolutely unacceptable to see violence against people at such high levels, so
many people killed,” Guterres told a news
conference. “We need more unity... (and)
more commitment from the international
community to put pressure in order to make
sure that the situation is reversed,” he said.
The UN Security Council met on Mar 31
to discuss the situation, diplomatic sources
said.
US President Joe Biden’s administration
announced on Mar 29 that the 2013 Trade

and Investment Framework Agreement,
which laid out ways to boost business but
was not a fully-fledged deal, would remain
suspended until democracy is restored.
A civil disobedience campaign of strikes
against military rule has paralysed large parts
of the economy. In a new move, protesters
urged civilians to defy the junta’s call not
to leave garbage at main road intersections
in Yangon. According to local media, authorities warned that they would take action
against those who threw out garbage in Kyeemyindaing district, western Yangon. “This
garbage strike is a strike to oppose the junta,”
read a poster on social media. “Everyone
can join.” Pictures posted on social media
showed piles of rubbish building up in the
city.
Humanitarian groups on Mar 29 accused

Thailand of sending back some of the thousands of people who have fled a series of Myanmar military airstrikes. Thai Prime Minister Prayuth Chanocha on Mar 30 denied the
allegation, saying the villagers returned home
on their own accord. However, he said, his
country was ready to shelter anyone who is
escaping fighting, as it has done many times
in recent decades.
The airstrikes appeared to be retaliation for
an attack by guerrillas of the Karen National
Liberation Army on a government military
outpost, in which they claimed to have killed
10 soldiers and captured eight. The group is
fighting for greater autonomy for the Karen
people. A group of 2,500-3,000 refugees
crossed into Thailand on Mar 28, according
to several humanitarian aid agencies who
have long worked with the Karen people.
Myanmar, also known as Burma, suffered
under the rule of an oppressive military junta
from 1962 to 2011. During the nearly five
decades, almost all dissent was suppressed
with gross human rights abuse, drawing international condemnation and sanctions. A
gradual liberalisation began in 2010, leading
to free elections in 2015 and the installation
of a government led by Suu Kyi, the following year.
The Feb 1 coup climaxed after days of escalating tension between the powerful military and the civilian government led by Suu
Kyi. The military claims that the November
general election, won overwhelmingly by
Suu Kyi’s National League for Democracy
party, was fraudulent.
The US, Britain and the European Union
have all imposed sanctions in response to the
military coup and crackdown but so far diplomatic pressure has not persuaded the generals
to relent. The sanctions and condemnations
appear to have little or no impact on the junta,
which, reports say, controls vast portions of
the lucrative sectors of Myanmar’s economy.
— By Robin Gomes, Vatican News

Philippine hospitals declare full capacity of COVID-19 wards

MANILA: Several hospitals in the Philippines have declared they can no longer accept coronavirus patients because they have
exceeded their capacity to take care of them.
Catholic-run Cardinal Santos Medical
Centre advised COVID patients to look for
other hospitals because it had reached full
capacity.
“We advise patients who are suspected to
be infected with COVID-19 or those who
have been confirmed to be infected with the
disease, to proceed to other medical institutions for urgent medical attention,” said the
hospital in a public advisory on March 28.
“… we continue to accept non-COVID-19
patients in our facilities … [the hospital] is
implementing stringent protocols to ensure
the safety of all patients, especially during
this time.”
On March 29, the Philippines logged its
highest single-day tally of COVID-19 cases
with 10,016 infections. The country has had
13,170 deaths.
Manila’s biggest hospitals had earlier
closed their doors to COVID patients to accommodate patients with serious illnesses.
“We are a cardiac centre. We have a lot of
heart cases. These are all high-risk patients.
We hope that they [COVID patients] will
have mercy and not go here,” said physician

Joel Abadilla, executive director of the Philippine Heart Centre.
Other private hospitals like Saint Luke’s
Medical Centre, De Los Santos Medical
Centre, Saint Luke’s Medical-Bonifacio
Global City and Makati Medical Centre have
issued similar statements.
Another medical facility said its staff were
overwhelmed by the number of patients.
“Our frontline healthcare workforce is already over stretched as 137 of them are in
quarantine. Unless we are able to move the
new patients to other hospitals, our healthcare delivery system is going to break down,”
said Eugenio Jose Ramos, chief executive of
The Medical City.
He stressed that doctors and nurses need to
rest to cope with the demands of the pandemic, otherwise the Philippines’ health system
would collapse.
“We cannot take the risk of letting them
[medical practitioners] continue to work in
case they infect others. They also need to rejuvenate so they can function … They need
to take care of themselves so they can take
care of others,” Ramos added.
Manila apostolic administrator Bishop
Broderick Pabillo has encouraged churchgoers to register for the government’s vaccination program to minimise the spread

An elderly resident receives an AstraZeneca vaccine against COVID-19 in Manila on March 30
after the government imposed a stricter lockdown as hospitals in the capital struggle to cope with
a surge in coronavirus infections. (UCA News photo)

of the virus.
“I hope the people will not be afraid of
vaccination because this will help us prevent
being infected with the coronavirus,” Bishop
Pabillo said in an interview.
He said he is willing to open Manila
churches and Catholic schools as vaccination sites.

“Our doors are open to be vaccination centres for the people. If the government lacks
the facilities, we can help in order to make
the vaccination program more efficient. In
this way, we can lessen the continuous rise
of infections in the Philippines,” Bishop Pabillo added. — By Joseph Peter Calleja,
ucanews.com
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Jesus is stripped of His garments

Archbishop Cordileone calls for end
to violence against Asian Americans

SAN FRANCISCO: The Archbishop of San Francisco urged
an end to violence against Asian
people in the city and across the
US, and announced a prayer service for peace.
“The rise in
violence against
Asian people
across the country is alarming
and
horrific
to all people
of right reason,” Archbishop
Salvatore Cordileone (pic) wrote
in a March 30 statement.
The number of attacks on Asian
Americans in the United States
has reportedly increased over the
last year. A series of shootings at
three Atlanta-area massage parlours earlier this month killed six
women of Asian descent.

The Archbishop said that “all the
more disturbing are the brutal assaults
that have been perpetrated against
Asian-Americans here in San Francisco
in recent days.”
Ron Tuason, who is of Filipino, Chinese and Spanish descent, was attacked
at a bus stop in the city March 13 by
a man using anti-Asian slurs; and on
March 17, Xiao Zhen Xie, 70, was assaulted near the Tenderloin neighbourhood.
“This is not San Francisco,” Archbishop Cordileone exclaimed. “On the
contrary, our city has always been an
epicenter of Asian-American culture,
with recurring waves of Chinese, Filipino, Korean, Vietnamese, Japanese,
South Asian and other immigrants overcoming discrimination and hardship to
contribute to the rich tapestry of this
Members and supporters of the Asian-American community attend a rally city’s life.”
“In our own Catholic community we
against hate in New York, March 21, 2021. (UCA News photo/Ed Jones)

are blessed to be enriched by many vibrant Asian communities, which bring
much vitality to our people’s faith lives.”
He said that “as Catholics, we also
belong to a global faith community that
is the most diverse and multicultural institution in the world; and as Americans,
we have a responsibility on the global
stage to show respect for all people, affirming their human dignity. We must,
then, lead by example in working toward the much spoken-of but ever elusive unity that is so needed and desired
in our society right now.”
The Archbishop announced that the
Archdiocese of San Francisco will hold
a prayer service April 10 at the Cathedral of Saint Mary of the Assumption,
praying “for an end to violence and
racism, particularly against Asians, for
healing for our nation and for the flourishing of peace and justice in our land.”
— CNA

Suicide bomb attack rocks
Generals in Myanmar, Thailand
take leaves out of Beijing’s playbook Indonesian cathedral on
BANGKOK: Thanks to its financial and military clout, the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) has long
held sway over many of the nations
in Southeast Asia, and so it is that
the youth-led pro-democratic movements in the neighbouring nations of
Myanmar and Thailand are facing
uphill battles.
Both countries are led by military governments, which are safely
ensconced in Beijing’s expanding
orbit across the region and are less
fettered by considerations of what
the United States and other Western
nations might think of their overly
repressive policies.
Nor is it a coincidence that the
generals in charge of Myanmar and
Thailand have embraced tactics
employed by Beijing in their bid to
suppress large-scale dissent against
their rule after seizing power by
force.
The junta in Myanmar, which
staged a coup on Feb 1, has gone
the full Tiananmen Square route by
gunning down upwards of 400 unarmed protesters and civilians, including children, in appalling orgies
of violence.
Meanwhile, the military-led regime in Thailand, where a group of

generals have been in charge ever
since they ousted an elected government in May 2014, has opted for
Beijing’s Hong Kong model: a slew
of illiberal laws employed to charge
numerous protest leaders and prodemocracy protesters with serious
crimes such as sedition and royal
defamation, which could land them
in prison for years, if not decades.
In the face of such nefarious tactics of repression by these two governments, international bodies and
Western governments have proved
themselves to be impotent. Apart
from the obligatory condemnations
of the wanton state-orchestrated
violence in Myanmar and of the
unremitting government-sponsored
“lawfare” in Thailand, they have
done precious little to come to the
aid of beleaguered citizens fighting
for their right to elect a government
of their choice at free and fair elections so that they can live in democratic societies with real rule of law
at long last.
Beijing has been far less hesitant
in its support of both the Burmese
and Thai militaries, even as it pays
lip service to its alleged doctrine of
non-interference in the internal affairs of its allies across the region,

which also include Laos and Cambodia, another two countries led by
oppressive regimes.
The CCP, under the reign of Xi
Jinping manifestly favours repressive governments across the region.
After all, the people in charge of illiberal regimes like those in Myanmar and Thailand can be far more
easily suborned to do China’s bidding for the right price.
That is why the prospects of
youth-led democratic movements in
Myanmar and Thailand look rather
bleak. Naively, young demonstrators in both nations have been appealing to the United Nations for
help, but politically, the UN has long
been a lame duck that does little
more than quack in times of trouble.
You cannot help but admire the
death-defying courage of Myanmar’s youth who continue manning
barricades fearlessly on streets despite facing overwhelming military
power by people who have no scruples about massacring scores of people without a second thought. Yet if
the direction of Thailand’s youth-led
pro-democracy movement is any indication, the odds may be stacked
against them. — By Benjamin
Freeman, ucanews.com

Protesters make the three-finger salute on March 28 in memory of a comrade who was shot dead during a crackdown
by security forces on demonstrations against the military coup in Kawthaung in southern Myanmar. (UCA News
photo/Dawei Watch)

Palm Sunday

An Indonesian policeman stands guard outside a church after an explosion
in Makassar on March 28, 2021. (CNA photo/Indra Abriyanto)

JAKARTA: A suicide bomb attack
on a Catholic cathedral compound in
the Indonesian city of Makassar shattered the calm of Palm Sunday Mass,
leaving at least 20 people wounded.
A destroyed motorbike and the
body parts of a man and a woman
were found in the location after they
attacked the main gate of Sacred
Heart of Jesus Cathedral around
10.30am on March 28.
The two bombers tried to enter
the churchyard but a security guard
stopped them.
“We were suspicious because two
perpetrators riding a motorbike tried
to get into the churchyard. Our security guard stopped them and several
seconds later, the bomb exploded,”
said Fr Wilhelmus Tulak, a witness
of the incident.
Fr Tulak, parish priest of the cathedral in Makassar Archdiocese,
said that after the bomb exploded,
he found body parts in front of the
cathedral.
He said five cathedral security
guards and several congregation
members suffered burns and injuries from the blast, but nobody was
killed.
South Sulawesi police chief Merd-

isyam said the bomb was a high explosive that injured many people and
they were treated at several hospitals
in the city.
“We have coordinated with church
leaders in the province to tighten security during Holy Week Masses until Easter so such an incident doesn’t
happen again,” he said.
Fr Fransiskus Nipa, judicial vicariate of the archdiocese, condemned
the incident and called on Catholics
to remain calm.
“We handed over the case to the
security forces,” he said, adding that
Masses will be held during Holy
Week to Easter.
Cardinal Ignatius Suharyo, president of the Bishops’ Conference of
Indonesia, also condemned the attack.
“The bomb blast doesn’t only hurt
Catholics but also all Indonesian
people and humanity,” said the prelate.
“May the incident encourage all
of us to tirelessly build true fraternity
among fellow citizens of the nation.
We leave it to the security officers
to handle the case well to protect
all people.” — By Konradus Epa,
ucanews.com
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Jesus meets his mother

Vatican issues guide for
response to climate migration

VATICAN: Whether people admit it
or not, climate change and environmental destruction are forcing millions from their homes, and Catholics have a responsibility to assist
them, Pope Francis wrote in the preface to a new document.
“When people are driven out because their local environment has
become uninhabitable, it might look
like a process of nature, something
inevitable,” the Pope wrote. “Yet the
deteriorating climate is very often the
result of poor choices and destructive
activity, of selfishness and neglect,
that set humankind at odds with creation, our common home.”
The papal preface appears in
Pastoral Orientations on Climate
— Displaced People, a document
released March 30 by the Migrants
and Refugees Section of the Dicastery for Promoting Integral Human
Development.
In addition to offering parishes, dioceses and national bishops’ conferences suggestions for offering pastoral care to people forced to move

Women in Mali whose livelihood is threatened by climate change. (Vatican News)

because of rising sea levels, desertification and increasingly strong
storms, the document encourages
Catholics to study and track climate
change and to change their lifestyles
to help mitigate some of its effects.
“The climate crisis has been unfolding since the Industrial Revolution,” Pope Francis wrote. “For a
long time, it developed so slowly that
it remained imperceptible except to a
very few clairvoyants.”

“Even now it is uneven in its impact: climate change happens everywhere, but the greatest pain is felt by
those who have contributed the least
to it,” the Pope wrote. “The huge and
increasing numbers (of people) displaced by climate crises are fast becoming a great emergency.”
According to the document, “In
the course of 2019 alone, more than
33 million people were newly displaced, bringing the total number to

tificio, a volume containing information about every Vatican office, as
well as every diocese and religious
order in the world.
According to the statistical yearbook, the number of Catholics increased in every continent except
Europe.
At the end of 2019, 48.1 per cent
of the world’s Catholics were living
in the Americas, followed by Europe
with 21.2 per cent, Africa with 18.7
per cent, about 11 per cent in Asia
(all figures for Asia exclude China)
and 0.8 per cent in Oceania.
The yearbook showed the number
of bishops in the world — 5,364 —
dipped slightly with 13 fewer bishops than in 2018.
The total number of priests — diocesan and religious order — around
the world increased slightly from
414,065 in 2018 to 414,336 in 2019.

The largest increases were seen
in Africa and Asia, with a growth of
3.45 per cent and 2.91 per cent respectively, followed by Europe with
a 1.5 per cent increase and the Americas with about 0.5 per cent more.
At the end of 2019, 40.6 per cent
of the world’s priests were serving in
Europe, while 28 per cent of priests
were in Africa and Asia.
The number of candidates for
the priesthood — both diocesan
seminarians and members of religious orders — showed a continued
slight decline worldwide, decreasing
from 115,880 at the end of 2018 to
114,058 in 2019, a change of -1.6 per
cent.
The number of permanent deacons
reported — 48,238 — was up 1.5 per
cent over the previous year. The vast
majority — 97 per cent — of the
world’s permanent deacons live in

almost 51 million, the highest number ever recorded. Of these, 8.5 million [were displaced] as a result of
conflict and violence, and 24.9 million due to natural disasters.”
“In the first half of 2020, 14.6
million new displacements were recorded; 9.8 million as a result of disasters and 4.8 million associated with
conflict and violence,” the document
states, citing statistics from the Geneva-based Internal Displacement
Monitoring Centre.
In addition, it said, climate change
is “a threat multiplier, intensifying
existing conflicts where resources
are scarce.”
Responding to the needs of people
displaced within their home countries or forced to migrate because
of climate-related catastrophes is
“at the heart of being a credible and
witnessing Church, a caring and inclusive ecclesial community,” the
document said.
Many people either do not know
about the human cost of climate
change or refuse to believe it, the text

said. “Blindness about these issues is
widespread and its causes are mainly: a) plain ignorance; b) indifference
and selfishness vis-à-vis phenomena
that endanger the common good; c)
the purposeful denial of reality to
protect vested interests; d) misunderstanding.”
“God gives us the means to see,
but human beings must be willing
to journey from blindness to awareness,” the document states, which is
why many of the suggestions in the
text involve education at all levels of
the Church, ecumenical and interreligious cooperation in sensitising people to the issues and in responding
to the needs of people displaced by
climate crises, and listening to and
advocating for the real needs of displaced people and those threatened
with displacement. — By Cindy
Wooden, CNS
Download the booklet here:
https://press.vatican.va/content/salastampa/en/bollettino/
pubblico/2021/03/30/210330b.pdf

Vatican statistical yearbook: The number of Catholics is
growing on every continent — except Europe

VATICAN: The number of Catholics
and permanent deacons in the world
has shown steady growth, while the
number of religious men and women
has continued to decrease, according
to Vatican statistics.
At the end of 2019, the worldwide Catholic population exceeded
1.34 billion, which continued to be
about 17.7 per cent of the world’s
population, said an article published
March 26 in the Vatican newspaper,
L’Osservatore Romano.
It marked an increase of 16 million
Catholics -- a 1.12 per cent increase
compared to 2018 while the world’s
population grew by 1.08 per cent.
The article contained a handful of
the statistics in the Statistical Yearbook of the Church, which reported
worldwide church figures as of Dec.
31, 2019. It also announced the publication of the 2021 Annuario Pon-

Pope Francis blesses candidates for priestly ordination with incense during a Mass
in St Peter’s Basilica, Vatican May 12, 2019. (CNS file photo/Yara Nardi, Reuters)

the Americas and in Europe.
The number of brothers in religious orders continued its small
yet steady decline worldwide from
50,941 in 2018 to 50,295 in 2019.

The number of women in religious
orders showed an ongoing downward trend with a 1.8 per cent decrease, going from 641,661 women
in 2018 to 630,099 in 2019. — CNS

EU Bishops share message of hope for Easter amid COVID-19
LONDON: In a joint message
for Easter, the Conference of
European Churches (CEC) together with the Bishops’ Conferences of the European Union (COMECE) affirm sheer
hope in Christ’s resurrection
in the time of the COVID-19
pandemic. Addressing all
people in Europe, especially
the poor and the most vulnerable, CEC President Rev
Christian Krieger and COMECE President Cardinal JeanClaude Hollerich SJ issued
the following message March
31, 2021:

Easter reminds us of the passage of God’s chosen people
from slavery, oppression, and
despair in Egypt, to liberation,
joy and hope in the Promised
Land.
Easter celebrates Christ’s
Passover from rejection, abandonment by his closest disciples, humiliation and his passion and death on Good Friday,
to life, joy, and victory on Easter Sunday.
The passing over from despair to joy, from death to life,
involves going through adversities, doubts, setbacks, suffering

and agony. Living in confinement for a year, experiencing
illness and anxiety, witnessing
bereavement and loss adds new
meaning to the anticipation of
Resurrection this Easter.
As churches and Christians
in Europe, we too are passing over from isolation, loss
and anxiety to healing, recovery and a renewed life, where
‘death is swallowed up in victory’ (1 Corinthians 15:54).
Each one of us received the
gift of that new life and the
power to accept it and live by it.
It is a gift which radically alters

our attitude toward the realities
of this world, including illness
and death.
By his own passing into
death, Christ transformed death
into a passage leading to the
Reign of God. Evil and physical
death no longer have the final
say in life. In Christ our lives
are filled with a promise of real
life, abounding in hope and everlasting joy.
May the hope of His Resurrection sustain us and keep us
in the time of the COVID-19
pandemic.
Christ is Risen! — ICN
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Pope Francis
Holy Week a nightmare for explains each day of
Christians in Asia and Africa
W
the Easter Triduum
April 4, 2021

ith the “Easter attack” becoming a routine affair in
Asia and Africa over the past decade, Holy Week has
become a nightmare for Christians in some places, as the
mere act of going to church invites death and destruction for
the congregation.
Christians in Pakistan, Sri Lanka and now Indonesia, as
well as their counterparts in Nigeria and Egypt in Africa,
have faced deadly attacks — and God knows which nation is
next in the line of fire.
The perpetrators’ newfound love for Holy Week attacks is
not surprising, because churches tend to be packed with the
faithful at this time, presenting ripe targets in large numbers
at one go.
The terrorist attacks are meant to have a maximum impact,
both in terms of casualties and publicity in the most important week of worship of the global Christian community.
Due to the coronavirus pandemic, many Christians have
been skipping congregational services at churches. However,
more of them are attracted to liturgical services during Holy
Week.
During Easter last year, the faithful were safe within the
walls of their homes due to social distancing and other protocols to tackle the coronavirus pandemic.
This year, on Palm Sunday, a suicide attack on the Sacred
Heart of Jesus Cathedral in the Indonesian city of Makassar
left at least 20 people injured, and the bomb explosion killed
the two suicide bombers. The police identified the two attackers as members of Jemaah Ansharut Daulat.
Christians in Makassar were lucky on Palm Sunday as the
attackers were the only ones who died after a security guard
prevented them from securing entry to the cathedral compound.

Manufacturers of terrorism
There is no shortage of condemning perverted people who
use religion to justify the worst possible behaviour imaginable and acts of terrorism worldwide. But there is never any
probe to find out where these terrorists who subscribe to radical violent extremism get the modern weaponry to kill poor,
ethnic and linguistic minorities in Asia and Africa.
Ironically, those who claim to be the ‘good guys’ are the
major arms producers. So, there is much beyond radical Islam. Terrorism often has a politico-economic element. Every
terrorist act is “a cover for action,” as they say in police circles these days.
In fact, nation after nation is declaring war on terror. They
have enriched their arsenals with signature tools like drone
warfare — the use of remotely piloted aircraft — but terrorists thrive everywhere.
Secret pacts inked by these nations allow their governments to pursue conflicts in the name of the war on terror
without taking their citizens into confidence.
This year marks the 20th anniversary of the war on terror or Operation Enduring Freedom, and the theatre of war
is active in more than 80 countries, covering 40 per cent of
nations.
But there is not the slightest evidence that enduring freedom is gaining ground. The operation has cost humanity
more than US$6.4 trillion, caused the deaths of 335,000 civilians and displaced 37 million people from their homes.
Despite this, the number of terrorist groups has increased,
and they now have the money to undertake precision strikes.
The war on terror manufactures terrorists.
The global war on terror by the ‘good guys’ against the
bad guys has been reduced to a campaign of terror against
civilians.
Alas, religions have become pawns in the hands of the
market. And the shadow war is targeting the innocent followers of religion. — By Ben Joseph, ucanews.com
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Dear brothers and sisters, good morning!
Already immersed in the spiritual atmosphere of Holy Week, we are on
the eve of the Easter Triduum. From
tomorrow until Sunday, we will live
the central days of the Liturgical Year,
celebrating the mystery of the Passion,
Death and Resurrection of the Lord.
And we live this mystery every time we
celebrate the Eucharist. When we go to
Mass, we do not go only to pray, no: we
go to renew, to bring about again, this
mystery, the Paschal mystery. It is important not to forget this. It is as though
we were to go to Calvary – it is the
same – to renew, to bring about again
the Paschal mystery.
On the evening of Holy Thursday,
as we enter the Easter Triduum, we
will relive the Mass known as Coena
Domini, that is, the Mass in which we
commemorate the Last Supper, there, in
that moment. This is the evening when
Christ left his disciples the testament
of his love in the Eucharist, not as a remembrance, but as a memorial, as his
everlasting presence.
Every time we celebrate the Eucharist, as I said at the beginning, we renew this mystery of redemption. In this
Sacrament, Jesus substituted the sacrificial victim — the Paschal lamb — with
himself: his Body and Blood grant us
salvation from the slavery of sin and
death. The salvation from every form
of slavery is there. It is the evening in
which he asks us to love one another by
becoming servants to one another, as he
did in washing the disciples’ feet, a gesture that anticipates his bloody oblation
on the cross. And indeed, the Master
and Lord will die the next day to purify
not the feet, but the hearts and the entire
life of his disciples. It was an oblation
of service to us all, because with that
service of his sacrifice, he redeemed us
all.
Good Friday is the day of penance,
fasting and prayer. Through the texts of
the Sacred Scripture and the liturgical
prayers, we will gather, as though we
were on Calvary to commemorate the
redemptive Passion and Death of Jesus Christ. In the intensity of the rite,
through the Liturgical Action, the Crucifix will be presented to us to adore.
Adoring the Cross, we will relive the
journey of the innocent Lamb sacrificed
for our salvation. We will carry in our
minds and hearts the sufferings of the
sick, the poor, the rejected of this world;
we will remember the “sacrificed
lambs,” the innocent victims of wars,
dictatorships, everyday violence, abortions.... Before the image of the crucified God, we will bring, in prayer, the
many, the too many, who are crucified
in our time, who only from Him can receive comfort and meaning in their suffering. And nowadays there are many:
do not forget the crucified of our time,
who are the image of Jesus Crucified,
and Jesus is in them.
Ever since Jesus took upon himself

This is the text of Pope Francis’
weekly Wednesday audience,
delivered on March 31, 2021,
Wednesday of Holy Week.
the wounds of humanity and death itself,
God’s love has irrigated these deserts of
ours, he has enlightened our darkness.
Because the world is in darkness. Let
us make a list of all the wars that are
being fought in this moment; of all the
children who die of hunger; of children
who have no education; of entire populations destroyed by wars, by terrorism.
Of the many, many people who, just to
feel a bit better, need drugs, the drug industry that kills … It is a disaster, it is a
desert! There are small “islands” of the
people of God, both Christian and of all
other faiths, that hold in their hearts the
desire to be better.
But let us tell the truth: in this Calvary of death, it is Jesus who suffers in
his disciples. During his ministry, the
Son of God disseminated life by the
handful, healing, forgiving, reviving…
Now, in the hour of his supreme Sacrifice on the cross, he brings to fulfilment
the task entrusted to him by the Father:
he enters into the abyss of suffering, he
enters into the disasters of this world,
to redeem and transform. And also, to
free every one of us from the power of
darkness, of pride, of resistance to being loved by God. And this, only God’s
love can do this. By his wounds we
have been healed (see 1 Pt 2: 24), the
apostle Peter says, by his death we have
been reborn, all of us.
And thanks to him, abandoned on the
cross, no one will ever again be alone in
the darkness of death. Never, he is always beside us: we need only open our
hearts and let ourselves be looked upon
by Him.
Holy Saturday is the day of silence,
lived by the first disciples in mourning
and bewilderment, shocked by Jesus’
ignominious death. While the Word is
silent, while Life is in the tomb, those
who had hoped in him were put to a difficult test, they feel like orphans, perhaps even orphaned by God.
This Saturday is also Mary’s day: she
too lived it in tears, but her heart was
full of faith, full of hope, full of love.
The Mother of Jesus had followed her
Son along the path of sorrows and remained at the foot of the cross, with her
soul pierced. But when it all seemed to
be over, she kept watch, she kept vigil,
in expectation, maintaining her hope in
the promise of God who raises the dead.
Thus, in the world’s darkest hour, she
became the Mother of believers, the
Mother of the Church and the sign of
hope. Her witness and her intercession
sustain us when the weight of the cross
becomes too heavy for each one of us.
In the darkness of Holy Saturday,
joy and light will break through with
the rites of the Easter Vigil and, in
the late evening, the festive singing of
the Alleluia. It will be an encounter in

faith with the Risen Christ, and the joy
of Easter will continue throughout the
following fifty days, until the coming of
the Holy Spirit. He who was crucified
is risen! All questions and uncertainties, hesitations and fears are dispelled
by this revelation.
The Risen One gives us the certainty
that good always triumphs over evil,
that life always conquers death, and
it is not our destiny to descend lower
and lower, from sorrow to sorrow but,
rather, to rise up high. The Risen One
is the confirmation that Jesus is right in
everything: in promising us life beyond
death and forgiveness beyond sins. The
disciples doubted, they did not believe.
The first to see and to believe was Mary
Magdalene; she was the apostle of the
resurrection who went to announce that
she had seen Jesus, who had called her
by name. And then, all the disciples saw
him.
But I would like to pause at this point:
the guards, the soldiers, who were in the
tomb to prevent the disciples from coming and taking his body, they saw him;
they saw him alive and risen. His enemies saw him, and then they pretended
not to have seen him. Why? Because
they were paid. Here is the true mystery of what Jesus once said: “There are
two masters in the world, two, no more:
two. God and money. He who serves
money is against God”. And here it is
money that changed reality. They had
seen the wonder of the Resurrection,
but they were paid to keep quiet. Think
of the many times that Christian men
and women have been paid not to acknowledge in practice the resurrection
of Christ, and did not do what Christ
asked us to do, as Christians.
Dear brothers and sisters, again this
year we will live the Easter celebrations
in the context of the pandemic. In many
situations of suffering, especially when
they are borne by people, families and
populations already tried by poverty,
disasters or conflicts, Christ’s Cross is
like a beacon that indicates the port to
ships that are still afloat on stormy seas.
Christ’s Cross is a sign of the hope that
does not disappoint; and it tells us that
not even one tear, not one sigh is lost
in God’s plan. Let us ask the Lord to
grant us the grace of serving him and
acknowledging him, and of not letting
ourselves be paid to forget him. —
America (www.americamagazine.org)
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Veronica Wipes the Face of Jesus

By Benedict Rogers

Myanmar’s tragic
Way of the Cross

P

alm Sunday in Myanmar eight years ago
and Armed Forces Day in the country yesterday are juxtaposed in my mind as day and
night, life and death, heaven and hell contrast
with each other. As the Church begins Holy
Week, Myanmar is yet again beginning its very
real and tragic Way of the Cross.
Yesterday (March 28) was the bloodiest
day in Myanmar since the Feb 1 coup as more
than 100 people were killed, taking the death
toll in the past eight weeks to over 400. The
real figure is likely to be much higher. Myanmar’s military has unleashed a reign of terror in
which children as young as five years old have
been killed and young babies blinded by rubber
bullets or orphaned as their parents are arrested
or shot dead in front of them. Over 3,000 people have been arrested.
Eight years ago today, I stood in St Mary’s
Cathedral, Yangon, as the waters of baptism
were poured over me by the city’s archbishop
— and subsequently Myanmar’s first-ever cardinal — Charles Bo. The cathedral bells rang
out in celebration, the streets were filled with
birdsong, hope was in the air and a group of
friends from different ethnic and religious
backgrounds — including Buddhists, Muslims
and Protestants as well as of course Catholics
from Myanmar and several foreigners practicing no particular religion — joined to witness
the occasion.
My spiritual journey into the Church in this
beautiful but benighted country marked a new
chapter in my faith, just as Myanmar appeared
to be beginning a new — and, we hoped, better — chapter in its political life. Political prisoners had been released, ceasefires with many
ethnic armed groups had been agreed, space for
civil society and media was opening and democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi had been
elected to parliament and was in dialogue about

A protester injured during a crackdown by security forces is carried to safety in Yangon’s
Hlaingtharyar township on March 14, 2021. (UCA News photo)

a democratic transition with the military that
had detained her for so many years.
Lord Alton of Liverpool came to Myanmar
with me, both as my sponsor into the Church
and for a political and human rights fact-finding visit. Together we met Aung San Suu Kyi,
addressed an interfaith, multi-ethnic gathering
of civil society activists and met with former
political prisoners and religious minorities.
Neither of us were naïve, but we both felt that
a new dawn was breaking for the country and
that the military was finally turning a corner
and beginning a path of some democratization
and opening, however fragile.
The storm clouds on the horizon were clear
to us then as we visited a Muslim community
just outside the capital, Naypyidaw, which had
been attacked a few days previously by Buddhist nationalists. A new wave of anti-Muslim
hatred and violence had erupted, which predated the Rohingya genocide, and the challenges
of developing an inclusive, diverse, multi-ethnic and multi-religious democracy were clear
to us. Nonetheless, Myanmar appeared to be
beginning a new era.

That new era for the country came to a juddering halt on Feb 1 when the commander-inchief of the armed forces, Min Aung Hlaing,
seized power in a coup, overthrowing and imprisoning the elected leaders of the country and
plunging Myanmar back into levels of repression many hoped it had left behind.
But let’s not forget that the military which
now stalks the streets of Yangon, Mandalay
and all of Myanmar’s cities and townships, firing at protesters and shooting into apartments
indiscriminately, is the same military that has
been terrorizing people in the peripheries, in
the ethnic states, for decades.
Some of the battalions raiding homes and arresting people in the cities were among those
perpetrating genocide against the Rohingya
and crimes against humanity and war crimes
in Kachin and Shan states. And they have now
intensified their assaults on the ethnic minorities again. Airstrikes were reported in Karen
state yesterday for the first time in years, and in
recent months over 8,000 civilians have been
displaced by the Myanmar army’s offensive
against the Karen.

As I contrast Myanmar today and the country where I became a Catholic eight years ago,
it strikes me that amidst the instability, chaos,
fear and terror, two institutions remain unchanged. The first is the military. The second
is the Church.
For all the show of “reform” over the past
decade, the military has proven itself unreformed. It successfully duped many — Aung
San Suu Kyi, some ethnic groups and the international community.
The British ambassador Dan Chugg, in a
tweeted statement yesterday, put it very well
when he said: “On Myanmar's Armed Forces
Day, the security forces have disgraced themselves by shooting unarmed civilians. Dozens
of innocent people have reportedly been killed,
including children. At a time of economic crisis, COVID and a worsening humanitarian
situation, today’s military parade and extrajudicial killings speak volumes for the priorities of
the military junta.”
In contrast, the Church I chose to join in Myanmar continues to show all the characteristics
which drew me into it eight years ago: love,
courage, compassion, wisdom, truth, justice,
peace.
In Myitkyina in Kachin state, Sr Ann Roza
Nu Tawng kneels on the street, her arms outstretched, in front of the police, pleading with
them not to shoot protesters. Her emeritus bishop, Francis Daw Tang, whom I know well and
love dearly, stands alongside her, gently and
quietly supporting her.
In Loikaw in Kayah state, a priest, Fr Celso
Ba Shwe, tries to urge the police to exercise restraint. Across the country, clergy, religious and
laypeople are visibly engaged in the movement
for justice. And my spiritual mentor and friend,
who first attracted me to the Church, Cardinal
Bo, continues to speak out with a combination
of courage, graciousness and wisdom that is
truly inspiring.

Easter Sharing

Journey of faith — A life-changing moment

T

en years ago, I had a conversation with
Cardinal Bo over dinner in his residence in
Yangon — an oasis of tranquillity in the bustling city — which changed my life. I had not
been looking to become a Catholic, though I
was always respectful of Catholic spirituality.
Having become a Christian as a university student in 1994, I was happy as a member of the
Church of England, worshiping in the evangelical end of the Anglican tradition.
But a spontaneous conversation with Cardinal Bo lit a spark in my spirit as I discovered
a curiosity about Catholicism. I asked him —
more out of curiosity than conscious intention
— what someone who is already a Christian
would need to do if they wanted to become
a Catholic. I suppose I expected some long
procedure, but his response struck me by its
generosity and simplicity. “When a person can
accept the teachings of the Catholic Church,
they are ready to become a Catholic,” he said.
As I allowed that basic but profound comment
to sink in, he added something that I had not
anticipated: “If you ever find yourself in that
position, I would receive you into the Church
here in Myanmar.”
I asked if I might come to Mass that Sunday,
and he told me the times. I said I would plan to
be at the evening Mass. He told me that he was
celebrating Mass in another parish elsewhere
in the archdiocese in the morning, but if I was
coming to the evening Mass in the cathedral,

he would join too, even though he was not the
celebrant. I tried to dissuade him, suggesting he
might prefer an evening off, but he gently said:
“I’ll be there.”
When I arrived for the evening Mass, I expected him to be in the archbishop’s chair at
the altar, even though he was not the celebrant.
When he did not appear, I assumed he had
changed his mind, done the sensible thing and
taken the evening off. Only at the end of Mass,
as I left my pew halfway up the cathedral and
turned to leave, did I find him there, sitting a
few rows behind me, among the congregation:
the shepherd among his flock. With a big smile,
he said: “Wait for me outside.” As parishioners left, he gave me a hug and said: “Come, I’ll
show you around the cathedral”.
At that time, being seen in public with me
was risky. I had recently authored a biography
of Myanmar’s then military dictator, Than
Shwe. And because of that book, a few days
later I was deported from Myanmar by the regime. But as I left the country — and did not
know whether I would be able to return — Cardinal Bo’s invitation into the Church lingered
in my mind. On the flight to Bangkok, I avidly
read a book he gave me – Light of the World, a
conversation between Peter Seewald and Pope
Benedict XVI.
And so began my journey into the Church. I
knew that just liking one archbishop was not in
itself a good enough reason to become a Catho-

Benedict Rogers (left) was welcomed into the Catholic Church in Yangon by then-Archbishop
Charles Maung Bo in 2014.

lic. But I also knew that his invitation to enter
the Church in Myanmar — a country that has
had such a special place in my heart for over 20
years — was one I had to at least explore.
I resolved to investigate further. A two-year
journey of exploration began, reading everything from the Catechism in full to many encyclicals, as well as Thomas Merton, St John
Henry Newman, Hans Urs von Balthasar, GK
Chesterton, Malcolm Muggeridge and Scott
Hahn. Several Catholic friends, as well as two
priests in Britain, journeyed with me, suggesting reading material, graciously answering
questions about transubstantiation, papal infallibility and Our Lady, and praying for me.

Less than a year after my deportation, reforms in Myanmar led friends to encourage
me to apply for another visa, which I was
granted. I returned to the country and resumed
my conversations with Cardinal Bo, who gave
me the Compendium of the Social Doctrine of
the Church, which I read from cover to cover.
I was thrilled to find on the pages of this volume, along with the Catechism, an articulation
of values and principles which as a Christian I
had long held but seldom seen so clearly expressed — the vocational imperative of every
follower of Christ to seek justice and defend
freedom and human dignity.
l Continued to Pg 12
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The cosmic dimension of
the Resurrection

P

ierre Teilhard de Chardin
was once asked by a critic:
“What are you trying to do?
Why all this talk about atoms and
molecules when you are speaking
about Jesus Christ?” His answer:
I am trying to formulate a Christology large enough to incorporate Christ because Christ is not
just an anthropological event but
a cosmic phenomenon as well.
In essence, what he is saying
is that Christ did not come just to
save human beings; he came to
save the earth as well.
That insight is particularly
relevant when we try to understand all that is implied in the
resurrection of Jesus. Jesus was
raised from death to life. A body
is a physical reality so when it is
raised up as a body (and not just
as a soul) there is something in
that which is more than merely
spiritual and psychological. There
is something radically physical in
this. When a dead body is raised
to new life, atoms and molecules
are being rearranged. The Resurrection is about more than something changing inside of human
consciousness.
The Resurrection is the basis

for human hope, surely; without it, we could not hope for any
future that includes anything
beyond the rather asphyxiating
limits of this life. In the resurrection of Jesus, we are given a new
future, one beyond our life here.
However, the Resurrection also
gives a new future to the earth,
our physical planet. Christ came
to save the earth, not just the persons living on it. His resurrection
ensures a new future for the earth
as well as for its inhabitants.
The earth, like ourselves, needs
saving. From what? For what?
In a proper Christian understanding of things, the earth is
not just a stage for human beings,
a thing with no value in itself,
apart from us. Like humanity, it,
too, is God’s work of art, God’s
child. Indeed, the physical earth
is our mother, the matrix from
which we all spring. In the end,
we are not apart from the natural
world; rather, we are that part of
the natural world that has become
conscious of itself. We do not
stand apart from the earth and it
does not exist simply for our benefit, like a stage for the actor, to
be abandoned once the play is

Fr Ron Rolheiser
over. Physical creation has value
in itself, independent of us. We
need to recognise that, and not
only to practice better eco-ethics
so that the earth can continue to
provide air, water and food for future generations of human beings.
We need to recognise the intrinsic
value of the earth. It is also God’s
work of art, is our biological
mother, and it is destined to share
eternity with us.
Moreover, like us, it is also
subject to decay. It too is timebound, mortal and dying. Outside of an intervention from the

outside, it has no future. Science
has long taught the law of entropy. Put simply, that law states
that the energy in our universe is
running down, the sun is burning out. The years our earth has
before it, like our own days, are
numbered, counted, finite. It will
take millions of years, but finitude
is finitude. There will be an end to
the earth, as we know it, just as
there will be an end to each of us
as we live now. Outside of some
re-creation from the outside, both
the earth and the humans living
on it have no future.
St Paul teaches this explicitly in
the Epistle to the Romans where
he tells us that creation, the physical cosmos, is subject to futility,
and that it is groaning and longing
to be set free to enjoy the glorious
liberty of the children of God. St.
Paul assures us that the earth will
enjoy the same future as human
beings, resurrection, transformation beyond our present imagination, an eternal future.
How will the earth be transformed? It will be transformed
in the same way we are, through
resurrection. The resurrection
brings into our world, spiritually

We must pray and we must act
l Continued from Pg 11

The tragedy unfolding in Myanmar
today makes me weep. It makes me
weep for personal friends who have
been jailed or exiled, or are in hiding,
fear and danger. It makes me weep for
the children killed, the babies maimed
or orphaned, the people murdered. It
makes me weep for the lost dreams,
the hopes set back, the freedom that
was just beginning to be discovered
now snatched away and trampled on
by military boots.
But the faith I developed eight years A protester holds onto the shirt of a fallen comrade during a crackdown by
ago today, which was a continuation security forces on demonstrations against the military coup in Hlaing Tharyar
township in Yangon on March 14, 2021. (UCA News photo)
of my existing Christian faith but in
a new and renewed form, teaches me and sisters in Myanmar as they walk
Today the streets around
that we should not just weep. We must the path of Calvary and Golgotha yet
the cathedral are filled with
pray and we must act. We must sit on again, and I unite my heart with them
gunfire and fear instead of
the street with our arms outstretched in the hope of Easter. I pray, in the
bells and birdsong as they
like Sr Ann Roza Nu Tawng. We must words of Cardinal Bo’s recent Global
were eight years ago. But in
advocate, mediate, help and heal. We Day of Prayer for Myanmar message,
all circumstances, good and
must speak out boldly and wisely like “for a new Myanmar to be born out of
bad, those same streets are
this current tragedy, a Myanmar where
Cardinal Bo.
in my heart and the cause of
Individually, we may have differ- truly every human being has an equal
the people is deep in my soul.
ent roles — some may be on the front stake in the country and equal rights to
Last Sunday, Palm Sunday, I
lines demonstrating, others may try to basic freedoms, a Myanmar where ethcelebrate the fact that I am a
seek reconciliation, and others may nic and religious diversity is celebrated
Catholic — part of the unibe voices of truth to the international and where we enjoy real peace, a Myversal Church — but that I
community. But whatever our role, we anmar where the soldiers put down
am especially a Mymust — in the words of a prayer which their guns, step back from power and
anmar Catholic.
Cardinal Bo prayed over me eight do what an army is meant to do: defend
Please pray for
years ago today — follow the “source rather than attack the people … A Mymy brothers and
of light and truth” and “remain stead- anmar that rises again from the ashes.”
sisters in MyanWhether or not I am ever able to visfast, never losing hope, never faltering
mar this
in duty, never straying from the sacred it Myanmar again, I will never forget
H o l y
truth, but ready at all times to receive that eight years ago today in St Mary’s
Week.
Cathedral, Yangon, I began a new spiryour grace, through Christ our Lord.”
I can’t be in Myanmar, my spiritual itual journey, one which continues, and — By Benedict Rogers, ucanews.com
home, on this eighth anniversary of my I will be forever grateful to my coura-  Benedict Rogers is a human
baptism into the Church. But as we en- geous friend Cardinal Bo for opening rights activist and author of six
ter Holy Week, I join with my brothers the door for me.
books

and physically, a new power, a
new arrangement of things, a new
hope, something so radical (and
physical) that it can only be compared to what happened at the initial creation when the atoms and
the molecules of this universe
were created out of nothingness
by God. In that initial creation,
nature was formed and its reality
and laws shaped everything from
then until the resurrection of Jesus.
However, in the Resurrection,
something new happened that
touched every aspect of the universe, from the soul and psyche
inside every man and woman to
the inner core of every atom and
molecule. It is no accident that
the world measures time by that
event. We are in the year 2021
since that radical re-creation happened.
The Resurrection was not only
spiritual. In it, the physical atoms
of the universe were rearranged.
Teilhard was right. We need a vision wide enough to incorporate
the cosmic dimension of Christ.
The Resurrection is about people,
and the planet. — By Fr Ron Rolheiser, all rights reserved

Easter Sharing

Happy to be part of
the Catholic family

P

atrick Wong Kai Kun and
Samantha Liang, late 50s,
retirees, were baptised this
Easter at Minor Basilica St
Anne Bukit Mertajam.
“I moved to Penang almost
40 years ago. I was from Teluk
Intan. I met my wife here in
Penang and we are now married
for 37 years.
“I grew up in a Taoist family.
I grew up studying in a Catholic
school from kindergarten right
up to secondary school. Due
to my education background, I
don’t really know much about
Taoism, but I just followed my
parents as a young boy.
“My wife and I were trying
to conceive a baby for a few
years and someone suggested to
me to pray to St Anne. So my
wife and I came to St Anne and
prayed for a child and I made a
vow too. A few years later, we
were blessed with a son. When
my son was nine months old,
we brought him to St Anne and
we climbed the hill and since
then, we’ve been coming to
St Anne’s feast every year, it’s
been 21 years now.
“We both joined the Alpha
programme in 2019 after a close
friend invited us to join. Alpha
was the reason we chose to join
the RCIA and decided to be-

Patrick Wong and
Samantha Liang.

come Catholics.
“We both enjoyed the Alpha
programme, the bond we built
with our members, the open
discussions and the fellowship.
We both feel the same warmth
when we attend the Sunday
Masses. People are so friendly,
and they show respect to each
other. We see a lot of people
volunteer for church work and
they do it so willingly, without
any expectation.
“My wife and I are very happy to be part of this Catholic
family.”
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The Church is ‘us’, not ‘them’

KENINGAU: The Chrism Mass
is seen as a celebration of priestly
fraternity, when priests gather to
renew their vows and receive the
sacred oils to be used in their parishes for the sacraments of Baptism, Confirmation, and Holy Orders.
In Keningau Diocese this year
however, only a limited number of
priests were present at the Keningau Diocese Retreat Centre in Tatal
on March 30 due to the MCO. The
Mass was broadcast via Youtube
and Facebook so that the absent
priests and laity could watch it online.
Addressing the priests, Bishop
Cornelius Piong said he felt thankful and blessed that in spite of the
small number of priests, we still
have the opportunity to celebrate
the Chrism Mass. Our Chrism
Mass is a moment when we gather
in gratitude for our vocation and
the many graces bestowed upon us.
Bishop Piong also took the opportunity to invite the faithful to

The priests renew their vow of obedience to Bishop Cornelius Piong at Keningau Diocese Retreat Centre, March 30, 2021.

thank God because this year, the
diocese will celebrate her 28th
anniversary. The prelate recalled
how during the 25th anniversary of
the Keningau Diocese, the diocese
had taken a pastoral journey guided
by the prayers of Jesus at the Last
Supper.
The prelate underlined the three
things Jesus desired for his disciples.

The first thing Jesus prayed for
was for the unity between us — that
the disciples may be one: that they
may be one, even as we are one (Jn
17:11); that they may all be one…
so that the world may believe that
you have sent me (17:21); that they
may become perfectly one, so that
the world may know you have sent
me and have loved them even as
you have loved me (17:23).

New response needed in the
face of the pandemic
PLENTONG, Johor: On the evening of Tuesday March 30, priests
from the Malacca Johore Diocese
together with the laity gathered at
the Church of St Joseph, Plentong
for the celebration of the Chrism
Mass.
The Mass was multi-lingual
and followed the required SOPs.
The Eucharist was celebrated by
Bishop Bernard Paul, together
with his Vicar Generals, Msgrs
Peter Ng and Michael Mannayagam, Fr Moses Yap OFM, parish
priest of St Joseph’s, with Fr Adrian Francis Matthews as MC and
Deacon Leslie Petrus assisting.
In the homily, Bishop Bernard
reasserted that this is a time of
change. He outlined three scenarios beginning with Jesus where the
“spirit-less time” had to give way
to the “spirit-driven times”; for
the priests, it is the time of “lost
fire” being replaced by the “time
for re-igniting the fire” while for
the priests in the diocese, a time
to re-live the call and mission of
Jesus to “a new response to a new
time”.
Bishop Bernard stressed that
due to the pandemic, a new response is demanded for a new
time. There is the need “to make
this leap of faith to do what Christ
did”. He highlighted three elements which include firstly knowing the currents and trends – to
read the signs of the times which
the Church is rather slow to do,
secondly, to have Christ’s heart –
the words from Prophet Isaiah to
bring the good news etc – without which we would give up the
seemingly insurmountable task
before us, and finally, to welcome
the GIG Church instead of a Traditional Church.
The world is now facing a gig
economy and inevitably it affects
the Church. A gig economy is a

Bishop Bernard Paul stirs the balsam into the oil for the holy chrism during
the Chrism Mass at St Joseph Church, Plentong, March 30, 2021.

free market system in which temporary positions are common and
organisations hire independent
workers for short-term commitments. The GIG Church is where
it encourages shared ministry instead of exclusiveness, recognises
service providers compared to
permanent staff and identifying
with gifts and giftedness.
He concluded that “when we
know what can be changed; and
what is unchanging, when we are
driven by Christ’s heart and when
we include all persons, their gifts
and giftedness; and enable them
to be Agents of Change”, it brings
to fruition the words of Prophet
Isaiah.
“Every Chrism Mass is a reminder for all ministers to be
aware of this time of change
where the Lord is asking “Are

we are Good News or bad news;
are we transforming or are we deforming the Church and her people?”
He re-emphasised that “we cannot stick to the old ways for too
long as it will not hold. We must
be ready for newness and the
challenge that is coming.”
The Eucharistic celebration
was also streamed live. Sr Shanti
Mariadass FdCC, from the Campus Ministry, in the live chat
wrote, “It is good to join our fellow brother priests in giving glory
to God for the gift of their priesthood. Amen”.
Besides viewers from the diocese and around Malaysia, there
was also one who watched the
broadcast from the Diocese of
Warangal, Hyderabad, India. —
By Angila Yong, ofs

The second Last Supper prayer,
the bishop highlighted, is the
prayer for protection from the evil
one (Jn 17:15). This is because
of the human tendency to fall into
temptation, the lure of the evil one.
The third is an appeal to live
in holiness through the Word (Jn
17:17).
Bishop Cornelius thanked the
priests, religious and laity for their

continued service to the People
of God throughout the Diocese
of Keningau and for what they do
each day, especially during this
pandemic.
“The Church is ‘us’, not ‘them’.
It is not only for the clergy. The
mission of the priest is about Jesus
Christ; it is about His Church; it is
about the People of God; and it is
about living out our call to serve
all.”
Bishop Piong stressed that we
need the Holy Spirit to lead and
dominate our lives. He asked the
priests, religious and the faithful
to always examine and renew their
commitment to God.
He ended his homily by calling
on the people to pray daily for the
clergy.
After the renewal of priestly
promises, Bishop Piong consecrated the Oil of Catechumens, the Oil
of the Sick and the Holy Chrism,
brought by Seminarians Markarthur Steve Bailon, Larry Misol and
Fred Jingguil.

A renewal of priestly promises
SANDAKAN: The Chrism Mass
was finally celebrated this year. The
reduced number of cases in the recent updates had allowed the government to approve the reopening
of the church and other places of
worship and all necessary precautions were taken especially strictly
adhering to the SOPs.
The Chrism Mass at St Mary’s
Cathedral was held on March 24.
Bishop Julius Dusin Gitom presided at the Mass, which was concelebrated by all the seven priests of
the Diocese, Fr Thomas Makajil, Fr
Simon Kontou, Fr Phillip Muji, Fr
David Garaman, Fr Stanley William
Matakim, Fr Christopher Ireneus
and Fr Dafrinn Diwol.
Msgr Nicholas Ong and Fr Marcellinus Pongking were unable to
join due to health conditions. However, the three deacons, Deacon
Stephen Esguerra, Deacon Andy
Borine and Deacon Arthur John
were present.
In his homily, Bishop Julius recalled how last year’s liturgical celebrations could not be held and how
some were even postponed.
The pandemic has also restricted
activities such as reaching out to the
sick, to the elderly, to the dying, and
even hospital visitations.
It is hoped that this year, our

Church can celebrate the sacraments in the normal way.
However, this pandemic has
opened other opportunities such as
online business, online courses, online meetings, and also online Masses. With this, millions of the faithful
have joined the virtual Sunday Mass
or other prayer opportunities at the
same time. We are in union with
Catholics all over the world.
Bishop Julius hopes that all parishioners continue to be committed
to God by receiving the Bread of
Life and supporting all the priests.
“We should always be thankful
to God for the life that Christ had
given to us. The Vision and Mission
belong to God but we, as children of
God, should live out the Vision and
Mission and continue the ministry
of the church.”
After the homily, all the priests renewed their vows in celebration of
their priesthood and also reaffirmed
their ministry by renewing the
promises made at their ordination.
Then, Bishop Dusin Gitom
blessed the Oil of Anointing of the
Sick, Oil of Catechumens and the
Oil of Chrism. These oils will be
used in the Sacraments of Baptism,
Confirmation, Holy Orders and
the Anointing of the Sick. — By
Euthalia

Deacon Andy, bringing forth the vessels of the oil of the Catechumens at St Mary
Cathedral on March 24, 2021. (SOCCOM photo)
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Priests reminded that they are
pastors after Christ

SUBANG JAYA: The Chrism
Mass was celebrated at the Church
of St Thomas More on March 24.
In his homily, Archbishop Julian
Leow thanked all priests for holding the fort and looking after all
those under their care during this
challenging time of the pandemic.
He reminded them that they have
been anointed by the Lord to care
for the flock, the lost and the abandoned. To be a wounded healer; to
bring the good news not just to the
poor but to seek out all those unable
to come to church, to go out to the
lost, to set the down trodden free.
“Who are they in our midst today?” he asked. “They are the migrants; the most vulnerable in our
society. Find out who are the new
poor in our parishes and BECs due
to this pandemic and lockdown and
proclaim a year of favour.”

“Twenty twenty has indeed been
an eventful year. How was it for all
of you? Was it all doom and gloom
or was it a time of grace forced
upon us to do some introspection;
to look within, a favourable time to
take stock of our lives?
“So, my dear beloved sons, we
are called to be men for all seasons,
to be faithful witnesses of Christ in
the world today, and to shepherd all
those under our care who might be
going through difficult times. As
we renew our priestly promises, let
us reignite the flames from our first
ordination; to remind ourselves that
we are pastors after Christ”.
The Archbishop ended his homily by seeking the prayers of all religious and the laity present and at
home; to continue to pray for all the
priests present and those who have
passed on.

Then followed the renewal of
promises by all priests and procession of oils and gifts.
The Chrism Mass ended with a
message of thanks from the Chairman of the Parish Pastoral Council
of the Church St Thomas More.
“We look forward yearly to this
celebration where we come together as one Holy, Catholic and Apostolic Church.” He urged all priests
to take care of themselves and to
stay safe; “as we need each of you
for our salvation.”
Archbishop Wojciech Załuski,
Apostolic Nuncio to Malaysia, was
also present.
The Chrism Mass, often celebrated at the cathedral, is an important
liturgy in the life of the Church.
In addition to the priests renewing their promises to the bishop,
the three oils (oil of Catechumens,

Archbishop Julian Leow pouring the fragrant balsam into the Oil of Chrism,
March 24, 2021 at St Thomas More Church. (photo/Agnes Cheong)

oil of the Sick, oil of Chrism) are
blessed by the Archbishop during
the Mass.
After the Mass, the holy oils are

distributed to the parishes of the diocese where they are used to anoint
the faithful throughout the year. —
By Jaclyn Sharmelee

Chrism Mass is about that gentle and loving touch of Jesus

KOTA KINABALU: For the second year in a row, the coronavirus
pandemic has affected the celebration of the Chrism Mass.
The Mass was not celebrated
last year because of the very tight
restrictions of the Movement Control Order. With the current relaxed
lockdown, the liturgical celebrations for Chrism Mass are pared
down to the essential, eliminating
optional parts of the celebration.
In keeping with the SOPs, the
priestly entrance procession was
omitted, as was the gathering of the
priests at the altar for the renewal
of their priestly vows. For the entrance, only a handful accompanied
the main celebrant, Archbishop
John Wong, as well as at the altar.
The rest of the clergy were seen
placed, with social distancing, at
the pews to the left and right of the
sanctuary.
Forty-one priests and one deacon
joined the Archbishop to celebrate
the Chrism Mass at Sacred Heart
Cathedral Mar 29, after concluding
a half-day Study Day in the morning at the Sacred Heart Parish Centre.
After the homily, the Archbishop
led the priests of the diocese in a re-

Archbishop John Wong blessing the Oil of Chrism at the Chrism Mass, March
29, 2021 at Sacred Heart Cathedral. (CS photo)

newal of their priestly vows. It was
a moment when the fraternity of the
priesthood was visibly expressed
by this great gathering of priests.
Archbishop Wong noted the faithful
gathered and acknowledged their
love and support for their priests
and bishops.
The Archbishop then led the
priests of the diocese in a renewal
of their priestly vows.
“No matter where we are,” referring to those who watched and fol-

lowed the Mass online, underlined
the Archbishop, “we are bound together in Christ by the power of the
Holy Spirit. This is the unshakeable
and unbreakable bond.”
He added that this bond with Jesus gives us a purpose and a mission, a share in His mission which
the world cannot find but yet so
evidently needs. And what is this
purpose and mission?
The Archbishop expounded, Jesus came to heal our brokenness, to

fill our lives with good news and to
free us from the fears, weaknesses
and failures that oppress us. And
here at Mass, in the celebration of
our salvation from darkness and sin,
we remember how we have journeyed from darkness to light, from
death to life, from sin to union with
God in Jesus Christ who has conquered darkness, oppression and
death itself.
Therefore, the Chrism Mass reassures and reminds us that Jesus
is close to us, that He continues to
carry out His saving work in a wonderful way through the Sacraments
of the Church. In the Sacraments,
Jesus is present for us. He touches
us. The Chrism Mass is about that
gentle and loving touch of Jesus.
In this Mass, he continued, we
witness the Consecration of the Oil
of Chrism which is used in the Sacraments of Baptism, Confirmation
and the Priesthood. Every person receiving these Sacraments is touched
by the hand of the Bishop or by his
hand through the touch of the priest
who administers these Sacraments.
In this way, Jesus touches them.
He explained that the Oil of
Catechumens will be put on the
chest of our catechumens. In that,

Christ touches them and strengthens them to renounce sin and the
devil through the hand of the priest.
And again, through the touch of the
priest, the sick are anointed with
the Oil and receive from Christ a
remedy for illnesses of the mind
and body through the healing of the
soul. In summary, Christ touches
us through these Sacraments. To be
touched by Christ is to be healed
and made whole.
This then, underscored the Archbishop, is our day of rejoicing in
these great gifts of the Sacraments.
It is a day to remind us all to return
to these well-springs of true life,
despite our current anxieties and
fears, and the practical difficulties
we face.
The Chrism Mass is indeed a
special day of joy for all of us privileged to share in this presbyteral
ministry of the Lord. The Archbishop prayed that the Lord would preserve us all in our unity with Him.
He also prayed for himself and his
brother priests, that the Lord will inspire in them, each day, a renewed
generosity in the privilege of their
lives – their ministry to all God’s
holy people. — By Agnes Chai,
Catholic Sabah

Carry your cross daily and follow Jesus
BUKIT MERTAJAM: “Peter says,
I’m an elder and a witness to the
suffering of Christ, and with you, I
have a share of the glory that is to
be revealed.”
Bishop Sebastian Francis spoke
about being a witness to the suffering of Christ based on 1 Peter
5:1-12 in his homily at the Chrism
Mass for the Penang Diocese at
the Minor Basilica of St Anne on
March 23.
“We bishops and priests are considered to be elders regardless of
our age, and the challenge is to be
witnesses to the suffering of Christ,
as Peter said.

Bishop Sebastian Francis blessing the Chrism oil at the Minor Basilica of St Anne on March 23, 2021. (photo/Stephen Wong)

“The strength and the backbone
of the Church, the greatest asset is
those who carry their daily crosses and follow Jesus. This applies
equally to the clergy, the bishops,

priests and deacons, the religious
and to the laity. And the glory will
come later.
“Tonight, we will bless the oils.
Those who will be baptised, con-

firmed, ordained priests or bishops
and those who are sick. This oil is
for a selective group of people as
these people have a unique and special mission as Christian disciples.”

After the homily, the priests professed the renewal of their priestly
vows. This was followed by the
blessing of the three holy oils —
Oil of the Sick, Oil of Catechumens
and Sacred Chrism.
When creating and consecrating
the holy Chrism oil, Bishop Sebastian poured in balsam oil into
the olive oil and mixed it, before
breathing on it. The mixed oil signifies the presence of the Holy Spirit.
He then prayed over it to consecrate the Chrism oil.
The Mass then continued with
the Liturgy of the Eucharist. — By
Marlina Sara Sylvester

Children
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Little Catholics’ Corner
Christ is Risen!
Alleluia!

On the Sunday morning after Jesus
was crucified, a woman named Mary
went to visit the tomb where the
body of Jesus had been laid.
When she got there, she found
that the stone had been rolled away
from the tomb. She ran to find

The Empty Tomb
John 20:1-9

someone to tell them what she had
seen.
She found two of the disciples,
Peter and John, and told them that

Mary Magdalene went to the
disciples with the news: "I have seen
the Lord!" And she told them that he
had said these things to her
(John 20:18)

someone had stolen the body of Jesus.
The three of them immediately ran
to the tomb. When they got there,
they all saw the same thing, but
they didn't all look at it in the same
way.
Peter looked and was curious.
Mary just stood outside the
tomb and wept because she feared
that someone had stolen the body

of Jesus.
John looked and believed. The bible says that John went inside the
tomb and he saw and believed.
Some people, like Mary, Peter,
and John can’t see Jesus because
they are looking for Him in a tomb
or on a cross. He isn’t there! He is
risen and is seated at the right hand
of His Father in heaven!
Aunty Eliz

Compare the picture on top and the picture on bottom.
Can you find 13 things that are different?

E

arly Easter morning, Mary Magdalene visited Jesus' tomb.
The stone had been rolled away and Jesus was not in the
tomb. She was very sad because she thought someone had
taken Jesus’ body.
Then Mary saw a man she thought was the gardener. She was
so happy to see the man was Jesus! She ran to tell the disciples
Jesus was alive. Help Mary find her way to Jesus tomb.

Word Search

early
first
day
week
dark
Mary
Magdalene
tomb
stone
moved
angels
white
Lord
woman
crying
gardener
teacher
Father
brothers
disciples
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not forgetting
P

EMPOWERMENT SERIES VOLUME 3

ENANG: The third
volume of the Empowerment Series focused
on Forgiving, not forgetting,
a topic inspired by the Holy
Father’s latest document,
Fratelli Tutti. Led by guest
speaker Fr Michael Raymond OFM Cap and hosted
by Joshua Robert, the event
brought together 40 participants from different age
groups and parishes in all
over Malaysia.

During the two-hour session, Fr Michael Raymond approached the topic by
sharing and doing a Q & A. Then, it was
followed by reflection and group sharing among the participants.
One of the most interesting questions
raised during the session was ‘What
to do when you remember the pain?
This invited the participants to reflect
on whether forgiving is really possible
if they remember the pain caused by
someone or something in their life. Giving an example to answer the question,
Fr Michael told a story about Nelson
Mandela, who was imprisoned and later
released. Upon his release, when he was
asked if he held any
grudges towards his
captors, Mandela simRespondbe a wounded-healer,
ply answered ‘I just
ing
to the same
came out of a prison,
to be a person who
question,
GeI do not want to enter
can freely love others
nevie
Benjaanother one’.
because he/she has
min, one of the
Fr Michael further
participants,
chosen to forgive in
explained that what
also
testified
Mandela meant by his
spite of the wounds
“To forgive is a
answer was that when
in his/her own life.
choice, while to
he gained freedom,
forget is never
he did not want to be
a choice, and
angry, bitter and revengeful with the memory of his impris- life is full of choices. If I cannot foronment, because his heart would not be get the painful events, it doesn’t mean I
peaceful with those feelings. In short, a cannot forgive the persons who caused
non-peaceful life would be another pris- my pain. I choose to forgive, to let go,
to be transformed and to grow. I choose
on he had to live in.

Jesus and I follow Jesus.” At the end of the Lenten season, a time of renewal
his talk, Fr Michael affirmed the partici- with the act of forgiveness. We remempants to be wounded-healers, to be per- ber what Pope Francis said in his homsons who can freely love others because ily on the Fifth Sunday of Lent, ‘God
they have chosen to forgive in spite of always forgives! He never tires of forthe wounds in their
giving. It is we who
own lives. Indeed,
tire of asking for fora very meaningful
giveness”.
God always forgives!
affirmation to all of
Therefore, brothers
us.
and
sisters in Christ,
He never tires of
This topic, which
let us continually ask
forgiving. It is we who
according to the
from the Lord, the
tire of asking for
participants was, ‘a
grace of forgiveness.
hard pill to swallow,
— By Crietel Philip,
forgiveness
yet important’ has
Penang
Diocesan
beautifully linked
Youth Network
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A time of renewal
and regeneration
KUALA LUMPUR: On March 19, the
Catholic Students Society of UTAR organised a virtual talk via Microsoft Teams on
The Lenten Season & Easter with Sr Margaret Pereira Rgs and Ms Angela Ong.
It began with Lent’s origin, meaning and
practices. The 40 symbolises wholeness or
completeness, as it was when Jesus was
led by the spirit into the wilderness, fasting
and praying for 40 days before he starts his
ministry. It also reminds us of the time Israel spent 40 years wandering in the desert
after being held slaves in Egypt and had
many troubles and concerns, unlike Jesus
who remained faithful to God. The 40 days
Jesus experienced was an act of solidarity,
having empathy with the hungry and weak
by giving up physical satisfaction. Which
implies that fasting means being freed for
the service of others. The desert was a place
known to be filled with demonic spirits
and temptations in the Bible. Temptations
take God’s place and claim God’s power
as we clearly see today in the destruction
of mother nature as well as relationships
in family. However, in family life, small
power struggles often take place.
Previously, Lent was practiced by having one meal per day, along with abstinence and penance. Nowadays, it has
evolved into fasting (act of solidarity) and
restructuring the distribution of our temporal possessions. In Lent, we are given the
chance to grow in Christian maturity, to be
tested and to be strengthened in our relationship with God, and to mature to empower others. It is also a time of renewal
and regeneration, preparation for the burst
of new life at Easter, a call to conversion,
meditating on the death of Jesus, and liberating us from the bonds of sin and our
own death.
The participants, in groups discussed
some questions that were put forth. Below
is a summary of the discussion and findings:
1. What are some of the people’s reactions
when they are faced with illness, suffering,
or trials in life, and why do you think that
they react the way they do?
People generally have negative reactions
and even, in extreme situations, suicidal
thoughts. They are uncertain whether
they will be healthy again. They are being scared of the unknown. Furthermore,
people are often anxious and feel helpless.
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Little Green
of Hope

Journey to the cross with Jesus
SIBU: As we journey to the cross with Jesus this
Holy Week, Little Green of Hope – Lenten Project of the Sibu Diocesan Youth Apostolate (SiDYA) invites us to gather physically or virtually
for sharing, plant the little green at bigger garden
individually or together.
Follow our instagram www.instagram.com/
sibudiocesanyouthapostolate/ for more updates.

UTAR students having a virtual talk on the Lenten and Easter seasons.

Some may say it is overwhelming as nothing is in their control.
2. Supposing you were asked to explain the
meaning of suffering and trials in life, what
would your possible answers be?
It provides a chance to grow stronger internally and to follow what Jesus did in
resisting difficulties and to learn to accept
the situation. All this to reach a certain satisfaction when the achievement arrives.
3. What is significant about Jesus’ death
and Resurrection?
It is a lesson for us — that we must try to
be faithful to Him, try not to sin so much,
be grateful for his death to take away all
sin. The Resurrection strongly signifies
that He is not under the power of Death.
On the other hand, He can guide us and be
with us through all our suffering and trials. With perseverance, God will guide us
through all kinds of challenges and we will
come out stronger.
Jesus’ Death and Resurrection
The Jewish Passover marks the freedom of
slavery from Egypt, but Jesus’ death and
resurrection marks the beginning of the
liberation of all people from the slavery of
sin and death.
The Last Supper, which we know well,
has the bread and wine to represent the
body and blood that is, suffering and death.
As the bread was broken, so will his body
be broken and just as the wine was poured
out, so will his blood be shed, thus estab-

lishing a new covenant for the forgiveness
of sin.
In the Garden of Gethsemane, the suffering of Jesus includes physical, psychological, and spiritual pain. Due to His authentic love for sinners, He prays for the
possibility of the betrayers transforming
into people of goodness and love: a solid
act of forgiveness.
The Resurrection shows Jesus being
transformed into a risen state of being. The
ability to have the recognition of Jesus as
the Risen Lord requires faith which is why
we read that believers struggled to grasp
the idea in the beginning, before Pentecost.
Moving on, we then talked about engaging with symbols of new life and breath
in the freshness of life, which we believe
would be useful not only for the youths but
for people everywhere, regardless of age
and gender. Small steps can go a long way.
 Get up early to watch the break of daylight
 Make your own mini-Easter Candle
 Decorate freshly boiled eggs (sign of
new life) for breakfast
 Place a fresh bloom of any flower in a
low vase
 Share love and deepen relationships by
reaching out to others
 Spring decorations (special plants or
blooms etc.)
 Livestream the Easter Vigil Mass or the
Easter Sunday Mass
 Meet with your CSS members, prayer
group, BEC, Youth Organisation(s), etc.
and share your stories and experiences!

Tamil-speaking youth set up food bank in Kajang
KAJANG: For Lent, youths from the Tamil Apostolate of the Church of the Holy Family set up a
Food Bank in Perhentian Kajang.
“We saw Instagram influencers starting food
banks in Petaling Jaya and we thought that Kajang needs one, too,” said Thessalonica, one of
the youths involved.
The youths started the Food Bank to run
from March 20 till 30. Pasaraya MU allowed
us to set up the food bank there. We stocked
it with dry food, canned food, toiletries and
household cleaning products. Since then, many
foreigners and residents in Perhentian Kajang
have frequented the food bank for supplies.
“Every morning, we replenish the supplies
and we also have people contributing nasi
lemak and some others goods also.
Planning for this programme began on Feb-

ruary 21. We informed the Tamil-speaking
youth and their families and relatives to donate
the supplies. There were also some good souls
who donated cash and goods too.
Generous contributions from the Tamil
Apostolate and other donors have kept the
Food Bank running successfully.
“We thank the Lord for the seeds of care and
compassion that He has planted in these youth
and for the generous donors for their charitable acts towards the poor.”
Do not neglect to do good and to share what
you have, for such sacrifices are pleasing to
God. (Hebrews 13:16).
The extra supplies such as rice, mee hoon,
Maggie mee, oil and sugar will be donated to
Eden Home. The home is in need of adult diapers (size L) and milk.

The Tamil-speaking Youth Apostolate set up a food bank at Kompleks Perhentian Kajang.
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Why the date
of Holy Week
changes every year
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memoriam
With love we remember
13th Anniversary

4th Anniversary

E

very year the dates of Holy Thursday, Good
Friday, Holy Saturday and Easter Sunday
vary.
The Catholic Church determines the date based
on the fact that Christ's death occurred near the Jewish Passover, which is stated in the Gospel accounts
of the Last Supper, when Jesus gathered with the
Apostles to celebrate the feast commemorating the
Exodus of the Jewish people from slavery in Egypt.
According to the Mosaic Law, the Jewish people
must renew this celebration each year on the 15th of
the month of Nisan, which begins with the first new
moon of Spring.
In the early Christian world, there were varying
dates to celebrate Easter. Eventually, the Church
moved to settle on a single date for Easter.
The First Council of Nicea, held in 325, decided
that Easter would be celebrated on the first Sunday
after the full moon following the spring equinox,
making the earliest possible date for Easter March
22 and the latest possible April 25.
Most of the time Easter falls during the first week
or two of April.
Today, Orthodox Christians use the Julian calendar to calculate the Easter date instead of the Gregorian calendar, which was introduced in 1582 and is
used by most of the world. Because the Julian calendar calculates a slightly longer year, it is currently 13
days behind the Gregorian calendar. — ACI Prensa

For more enquiries, please contact:
Email: advertisement@herald.com.my
Tel: 03-2026 8290 / 03-2026 8291

1st Anniversary
In Loving Memory of
“Those who are righteous
will be long remembered”
(Psalm 112: 6)

T. Francis Xavier
Departed:
01-04-2008

P. Flora Queen
Departed:
17-03-2017

Our parents that we love don’t go away,
They continue to walk with us everyday,
Unseen, unheard, always so near,
Still missed, still cherished and very dear.
Fondly remembered by children & grandchildren.

For this light
momentary affliction
is preparing for us
an eternal weight of
glory beyond all
comparison, as we
look not to the
things that are seen
but to the things that
are unseen. For the
things that are seen
are transient, but the
things that are
unseen are eternal.
2 Corinthians 4:17-18

In Loving Memory
REV FR EDOUARD
LIMAT, MEP
1st Vicar General,
KL Catholic
Archdiocese

JACKIE TONG CHOY PING
Returned to the Lord
3rd April 2020

Born : 6 April 1921
Died: 6 February 1984
“Remember your Pastors
who preached the word of
God to you”
– Hebrews 13:7
Forever Remembered

Jackie with the heart of gold,
caring for the orphans and poor,
playing music to stir our souls,
charity with the grace of God.
Dearly missed and always remembered by
family members, friends, brothers and sisters in Christ.

Saints
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St Vincent Ferrer

R

oman Catholics celebrate the missionary
efforts of St. Vincent Ferrer on April 5.
The Dominican preacher brought thousands of Europeans into the Catholic Church
during a period of political and spiritual crisis in
Western Europe.
Vincent Ferrer was born in Valencia, Spain,
during 1357. His parents raised him to care deeply
about his religious duties, without neglecting his
education or concern for the poor. One of his siblings, Boniface, later joined the Carthusian order
and became its superior general. Vincent, however, would become a Dominican, and preach the
Gospel throughout Europe. He joined at age 18
in 1374.
As a member of the Dominican Order of
Preachers, Vincent committed much of the Bible
to memory while also studying the Church Fathers
and philosophy. By age 28, he was renowned for
his preaching, and also known to have a gift of
prophecy. Five years later, a representative of
Pope Clement VII chose Vincent to accompany
him to France, where he preached extensively.
While Vincent sought to live out his order’s
commitment to the preaching of the Gospel, he
could not escape becoming involved in the political intrigues of the day. Two rival claimants to
the papacy emerged during the late 1300s, one in
Rome and another in the French city of Avignon.
Each claimed the allegiance of roughly half of
Western Europe.
Caught between the rival claimants, Vincent attempted to persuade the Avignon Pope, Benedict
XIII, to negotiate an end to the schism. Benedict,
who was regarded as Pope in both Spain and
France, sought to honour Vincent by consecrating him as a bishop. But the Dominican friar had

Feastday: April 5
Patron Saint of:
Builders
Businessmen
Reconciliation
no interest in advancing within the Church, and
regarded many bishops of his time as negligent
leaders distracted by luxury.
“I blush and tremble,” he wrote in a letter,
“when I consider the terrible judgment impending
on ecclesiastical superiors who live at their ease
in rich palaces, while so many souls redeemed by
the blood of Christ are perishing. I pray without
ceasing to the Lord of the harvest, that he send

of the
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good workmen into his harvest.”
Vincent not only prayed but acted, committing himself to missionary work and resolving to
preach in every town between Avignon and his
hometown in Spain. In a commanding style, he
denounced greed, blasphemy, sexual immorality and popular disregard for the truths of faith.
His sermons often drew crowds of thousands and
prompted dramatic conversions.
Popular acclaim, however, did not distract him
from a life of asceticism and poverty. He abstained
completely from meat, slept on a straw mat, consumed only bread and water on Wednesdays and
Fridays, and accepted no donations for himself
beyond what he needed to survive. He travelled
with five other Dominican friars at all times, and
the men would spend hours hearing confessions.
For two decades, Vincent and his group of friars
undertook preaching missions in Spain, Italy and
France. When he travelled outside these regions
into Germany and other parts of the Mediterranean, those who did not know the languages in
which he preached would testify that they had understood every word he said, in the same manner
as the Apostles experienced at Pentecost.
Although he did not heal the temporary divisions within the Church, Vincent succeeded in
strengthening large numbers of Europeans in their
Catholic faith. He wrote little, although some of
his works have survived and exist in modern English translations.
St Vincent Ferrer died on April 5, 1419 at age
62, in the city of Vannes in the French region of
Brittany. He was canonised in 1455 and has more
recently, become the namesake of a traditional
Catholic community approved by the Holy See,
the Fraternity of St Vincent Ferrer. — CNA

St John Baptist de La Salle

C

omplete dedication to what he saw as God’s
will for him dominated the life of John Baptist de La Salle. In 1950, Pope Pius XII named
him patron of schoolteachers for his efforts in
upgrading school instruction. As a young 17thcentury Frenchman, John had everything going
for him: a scholarly bent, good looks, noble family background, money, refined upbringing. At
the early age of 11, he received the tonsure and
started preparations for the priesthood, to which
he was ordained at 27. He seemed assured then
of a life of dignified ease and a high position in
the Church.
But God had other plans for John, which were
gradually revealed to him in the next several
years. During a chance meeting with Monsieur
Adrien Nyel, he became interested in the creation of schools for poor boys in Rheims, where
he was stationed. Though the work was extremely distasteful to him at first, he became more involved in working with the deprived youths.
Once convinced that this was his divinely
appointed mission, John threw himself wholeheartedly into the work, left home and family, abandoned his position as canon at Rheims,
gave away his fortune and reduced himself to the
level of the poor, to whom he devoted his entire
life.

Feastday: April 7
Patron Saint of: Teachers
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Daily Short
Reading
Sunday, April 4
(Acts 10:40-43)

God raised Jesus to life on the third
day and allowed him to be seen,
not by the whole people but only by
certain witnesses God had chosen
beforehand. Now we are those witnesses – we have eaten and drunk
with him after his resurrection from the
dead – and he has ordered us to proclaim this to his people and to tell them
that God has appointed him to judge
everyone, alive or dead. It is to him
that all the prophets bear this witness:
that all who believe in Jesus will have
their sins forgiven through his name.
Monday, April 5
(Romans 10:8-10)
The word is very near to you, it is on
your lips and in your heart: the word,
that is, of the faith we proclaim. If your
lips confess that Jesus is Lord and
if you believe in your heart that God
raised him from the dead, then you will
be saved. By believing from the heart
you are made righteous; by confessing with your lips you are saved.
Tuesday, April 6
(Acts 13:30-33)
God raised Jesus from the dead, and
for many days he appeared to those
who had accompanied him from Galilee to Jerusalem: and it is these same
companions of his who are now his
witnesses before our people. We have
come here to tell you the Good News.
It was to our ancestors that God made
the promise but it is to us, their children, that he has fulfilled it, by raising
Jesus from the dead. As scripture says
in the second psalm: You are my son:
today I have become your father.
Wednesday, April 7
(Romans 6: 8-11)
If we have died with Christ, we have faith
to beleive that we shall share his life.
We know that Christ, now he has risen
from the dead, cannot die any more;
death has no more power over him; the
death he died was a death, once for all,
to sin; the life he now lives is a life that
looks towards God. And you, too, must
think of yourselves as dead to sin, and
alive eith a life that looks towards God,
though Christ Jesus our Lord.

The remainder of his life was closely entwined
with the community of religious men he founded, the Brothers of the Christian School (also
called Christian Brothers or De La Salle Brothers). This community grew rapidly and was successful in educating boys of poor families, using
methods designed by John. It prepared teachers
in the first training college for teachers and also
set up homes and schools for young delinquents
of wealthy families. The motivating element in
all these endeavours was the desire to become a
good Christian.

Yet even in his success, John did not escape
experiencing many trials: heart-rending disappointment and defections among his disciples,
bitter opposition from secular schoolmasters
who resented his new and fruitful methods and
persistent opposition from the Jansenists of his
time, whose moral rigidity and pessimism about
the human condition John resisted vehemently
all his life.
Afflicted with asthma and rheumatism in his
last years, he died at age 68 on Good Friday, and
was canonised in 1900. — Franciscan Media

St Julie Billiart

S

t Julie Billiart, co-foundress of the Congregation of the Sisters of Notre Dame
de Namur, came to her religious vocation
late in life, at the age of 51. She was born in
1751, the fifth of seven children. As a child,
she developed a great love for Jesus in the
Eucharist. At 16, she began to teach to help
support her family.
However, due to a murder attempt on
her father, she was plunged into very poor
health for 30 years, 22 of which she was
completely paralysed. During this time she
was very patient, and offered all of her sufferings to God.

During the French Revolution, Julie
opened her home as a hiding place for loyal
priests, forcing her to flee from danger several times. She also received a vision of
the Crucified Christ, surrounded by a large
group of women dressed in habits. An inner
voice told her that she would begin a religious institute for the Christian education of
young girls.
Julie and a rich young woman began the
teaching order in 1803. In 1804, Julie was
miraculously cured and could walk again.
She died peacefully in 1816 at age 64. Pope
Paul VI canonised her in 1969. — CNA

Thursday, April 8
(Romans 8:10-11)
If Christ lives in you, then although the
body be a dead thing in virtue of our
guilt, the spirit is a living thing, by virtue of our justification. And if the Spirit
of him who raised up Jesus from the
dead dwells in you, he who raised up
Jesus Christ from the dead will give life
to your perishable bodies too, for the
sake of his Spirit who dwells in you.
Friday, April 9
(Acts 5:30-32)
The God of our fathers raised Jesus
from death, after you had killed him by
nailing him to a cross. And God raised
him to his right side as Leader and Saviour, to give to the people of Israel the
opportunity to repent and have their
sins forgiven. We are witnesses to
these tings – we and the Holy Spirit,
who is God’s gift to those who obey him.
Saturday, April 10
(Romans 14:7-9)
None of us lives for himself only, none
of us dies for himself only; if we live, it is
for the Lord that we live, and if we die, it
is for the Lord that we die. Whether we
live or die, then, we belong to the Lord.
For Christ died and rose to life in order to
be the Lord of the living and of the dead.

Universal: Fundamental Rights
We pray for those who risk their lives while fighting for
fundamental rights under dictatorships, authoritarian
regimes and even in democracies in crisis.
Download the Click To Pray updates now.
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Benedict XVI ‘delighted’ by Year of
St Joseph proclaimed by Pope Francis
VATICAN: Pope emeritus Benedict XVI has paid tribute to the
Year of St Joseph declared by Pope
Francis and has urged Catholics to
read Francis’ apostolic letter Patris
Corde, describing it as a simple text
“coming from the heart and going to
the heart, yet containing such profound depth.”
In an interview with the German
Catholic weekly newspaper Die
Tagespost, the 93-year-old, whose
baptismal patron saint is Joseph,
also talked about family memories
and impressions from his pilgrimages to the Holy Land.
“I am, of course, particularly delighted that Pope Francis has drawn
the attention of the faithful to St Joseph,” Benedict XVI said in the interview which will be published in
full April 1.
“I have, therefore, read with particular gratitude and heartfelt approval the apostolic letter Patris

Corde, which the Holy Father issued on the occasion of the elevation of St Joseph to patron saint of
the entire Church 150 years ago.”
“I think that this text should be
read and considered again and again
by the faithful and thus contribute to
a purification and deepening of our
veneration of the saints in general,
and of St Joseph in particular.”
In the wide-ranging interview
with journalist Regina Einig, the
pope emeritus reflected on the
silence of Joseph. His seeming
absence in Scripture eloquently
expresses the saint’s particular message, Benedict said.
“His silence is, in fact, his message. It expresses the ‘Yes’ that he
took upon himself by uniting with
Mary and thus with Jesus,” he commented.
In the interview, Benedict XVI
shared his family’s tradition of celebrating St Joseph’s Day — March

19 in his native Bavaria.
His mother would usually save up
for the purchase of a good book for
the feastday, Benedict recalled. In
addition, to celebrate Josefi, as the
day is called in Bavaria, the Ratzinger family would make coffee
from coffee beans, which his father
loved but which the family could
not afford every day. This coffee
was drunk for breakfast and a special tablecloth was laid out for the
occasion to mark the Saint’s day.
Benedict recounted that “to top it
all off, there was always a primrose
as a sign of spring, which St Joseph
brings with him. Finally, our mother
baked a cake with icing — that fully
expressed the extraordinary nature of the feastday. Thus, from the
morning hours on, the specialness
of St Joseph’s Day was given in a
compelling way.”
In addition, Benedict described
his personal impressions of his visit

Pope Francis greets Pope emeritus Benedict XVI at the Vatican’s Mater
Ecclesiae Monastery on Nov 28, 2020. (Vatican Media)

to Nazareth, the hometown of his
namesake and patron Saint, which
he visited as pope in 2009. He also
commented on the tradition of invoking St Joseph as intercessor at
the hour of death.
Noting that Joseph is not mentioned in Scripture after the first

public appearance of Jesus as recounted in Luke 4:22, the retired
pope commented that “the idea that
he [Joseph] ended his earthly life in
Mary’s care is well-founded. Therefore, to ask him to kindly accompany us in our last hour is a wellfounded form of piety.” — CNA

cate their holiday to the Church.”
He added: “The volunteers are
equipped with metal detectors. The
police have allowed us to keep some
licensed weapons on church premises; but mostly, either my deputy or
I are armed with a pistol.”
Mr Khan said: “Everybody is
afraid of the terrorists. But we stand
for the One who protects us all. Our
faith tells us that God won’t let us
down. Therefore, we perform our
duties with complete passion and
avoid negative thinking.”
“At least 25 policemen, including
two women officials, are deployed
for Masses… Walk-through gates
and snipers are used to provide security for the Masses. Senior police

officers, including the inspector general of the Punjab police, also make
surprise appearances at these special
Masses.”
Mr Khan said: “We are also planning to add a few female volunteers
to check the women’s purses…”
On Easter Sunday 2016, a suicide
bomb was set off in the Gulshan-eIqbal Park of Lahore, killing 72 people, many of them Christian women
and children celebrating.
In 2017, a teenage girl was captured in a military raid on a Daesh
(ISIS) cell in Lahore, who then confessed she was due to carry out a
suicide attack on a church in the city
over Easter. — By Fionn Shiner
and Kamran Chaudhry, ICN

Christians prepare to guard churches over Easter

PAKISTAN: Catholic volunteer
guards in Pakistan are preparing
to defend their churches in the runup to Easter, a time when Christian
communities around the world face a
heightened threat of terrorist attacks.
With global concern peaking in the
wake of the Palm Sunday, March 28
suicide bomb at
a cathedral in Indonesia, William
Arif Khan (pic),
who heads up a
team of security
volunteers in Lahore, stressed the
need for extra vigilance.
Mr Khan, who is in charge of 15
security volunteers at Lahore’s Sa-

Church representatives met with Islamabad Police Inspector General Azam
Taimoori (left) to discuss the security situation, March 12, 2021. (Asianews)

cred Heart Cathedral, told Catholic
charity Aid to the Church in Need:
“For the past 12 years, I have been
leading young men dedicated to sup-

port the 12 security guards stationed
at the cathedral.”
“We don’t expect any rewards…
All of them are on the job and dedi-

Pakistani Christians practice Islamic traditions during Lent

LAHORE, Pakistan: Part of a classic trend in the Lent season, interfaith
groups are hosting breaking-of-the-fast
Iftar dinners in the Islamic Republic of
Pakistan.
Ashiknaz Khokhar, the Catholic
leader of Active Youth group of the Sacred Heart Church, attended two such
gatherings in Sahiwal in Punjab province.
“Such initiatives were common in
provincial capitals. Now interfaith Iftars are being organised in small districts. They have increased love and
respect for the local Muslims,” he said.
Khokhar was speaking on the sidelines of a buffet on Palm Sunday evening hosted by Muttahida Aalmi (United
World) Ulema Council at a local hotel.

Muhammad Naeem Mustafa Chishti,
senior leader of the council, recited
Quranic verses after welcoming guests,
including young Catholics and Presbyterian leaders.
A Dominican priest read from the Bible and referred to the first papal visit of
Pope Francis to Iraq earlier this month.
“We are united for religious freedom
of the minorities in the country. We
assure you of complete cooperation
in any legal case to ensure peace and
brotherhood in our city,” Chishti told
the gathering of 20, including eight
clerics.
He later joined the interfaith group in
eating crispy samosas (triangular meatfilled pastries) and other popular Iftar
dishes.

Khokhar, who also attended dinner on March 25 at a local madrasa
(Muslim religious school), is planning
to host a similar party during Islam’s
holy month of Ramadan in April. Table friendships also help battle against
prevalent prejudices, he said.
Pakistani Christians working in Muslim offices often complain of separate
glasses. In 2010, high-profile blasphemy victim Asia Bibi was sentenced to
death on insubstantial evidence after
being accused of insulting Prophet Muhammad in a dispute over a cup of water with a Muslim co-worker on a farm.
The mother of five was acquitted after
spending eight years on death row in Mufti Sohail Shaukar Butt (right in black cap) enjoys an Iftar meal
Pakistan. — By Kamran Chaudhry, with a church group in Sahiwal, Punjab province, on March 25. (UCA
News photo/Ashiknaz Khokhar)
ucanews.com

